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RESTRICTED - POLICY

MEDIA OWNERSHIP BRIEFING PACK

You have been provided with much information from different sources on 
various aspects of this policy area. In preparation for the meetings you are to 
have oyer the coming week, and for your discussion of the issue with the 
Prime Minister, I have drawn all the key material together here for ease of 
reference. .

The key document is the latest draft of the letter to the Prime Minister 
(Annex A). This consists of a political Summary, with annexes that set out 
our proposals; our arguments, the necessary background and strategic ' 
implications. Some proposals are still uncertain, and these remain square- 
hrecketed, in bold. We are to discuss them on Tuesday. '

The other annexes to this note recap the detailed background to our 
proposals. We have provided further briefing on the arguments for removal 
of the foreign ownership rules (at Annex E). lhaye also added some further 
illustrations of the sort of complaints that might be raised about particular 
local areas, and provided lines of response (in Annex F).

You will have seen all the other information before, in some form.. A table of 
contents is provided overleaf. ,
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RESTRICTED - POLTCY

D R AFT LE T T E R  TO THE P R IM E  M IN IS TE R  

M E D IA  OW NERSHIP RULES

The Communications B ill, when it  is published in  d ra ft in  A p r il,  w ill 
contain ou r proposals fo r the re fo rm  o f media ownership ru les. The 
consultation exercise on this issue has now ended, and hav ing  

~xoTrsrderedrthe responses, we are w ritin g  to outUne the steps we are 
proposing to take. We are to meet in  the near fu tu re  to discuss the 
deta il, w h ich must i f  possible be decided by m id-M arch i f  a d ra ft B ill 
is to be published on tim e. In  essence, ou r proposals are 
deregulatory, but suggest the re tention o f certain lim its  on 
consolidation, to make sure the media re ta in  the range o f d iffe re n t 
voiq,es and views tha t make democracy w ork. The possible effects o f 
the changes we suggest are summarised in  annex 3. The le tte r and 
annexes are copied to S ir R ichard W ilson. .

W e recommend tha t you accept the detailed proposals in  annex 2. 
These include:

1. Television -  allow ing, subject to com petition rules, a s ing le IT V  
w h ile  pro tecting regional p roduction ; keeping the nom inated news 
p ro v id e r requirem ent (the “ IT N ”  ru le )

2. Newspapers -  in troducing  a less onerous and s im p ler reg im e to be
applied post-acquisition only in  cases where there is s ig n ifica n t 
concern on com petition or p lu ra lity  grounds. C rim in a l sanctions 
w ou ld  be removed. . . . .

3. R adio — remove a ll restrictions except C om petition law  on 
ownership o f national com m ercial stations; allow  loca l consolidation 
down to  a flo o r o f three operators (fo u r i f  the BBC loca l service were 
included).

4. Fore ign ownership -  remove a ll restrictions

5. Cross media ownership — remove most mediaTspecific ru les, 
leaving i t  to Com petition rules to prevent undue dom inance; 
re s tric tin g  owners o f national newspapers from  acqu iring  s ign ifican t 
T V  assets; replacing existing rules on local paper/local rad io  cross
ow nership w ith  a simple pro tection  to prevent a dom inant loca l
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paper owning a dom inant local radio station.

6. Review o f regulation -  m aking a ll regulations subject to  an 
autom atic review by Ofcom no less than every three years.

P olitica l Siunmary ’ .

We believe that the case for deregulation is powerful. There has been an 
explosion o f media choice in  recent years g iving people a w ide range o f 
sources o f news, inform ation, entertainment arid other services. 
Meanwhile the existing rules have hampered some companies from  
expanding and developing while others find  themselves much freer. 
These anomalies are not good for investment, jobs or d iversity o f 
products fo r the consumer. •

However we also believe that the media are different from  other 
indiistries, which means that Competition law  alone is insufficient. They 
are a uniquely pow erfiil force in  democracy and debate and there is a 
long history o f some media owners using national newspapers in  
particular to promote their views. We need a significant degree o f 
p lu ra lity  o f ownership fo r democracy to work, aiid com petition law  can't 
guarantee this fo r us. Our line  is therefore to regulate ownership on top 
o f competition law , but only where absolutely necessary - im posing a 
simple set o f barriers to excessive concentration.

W e are therefore proposing substantial deregulation both w ith in  each 
media sector (radio, TV , local newspapers, and national newspapers) and 
also between them, subject to retaining reduced but s till significant 
controls on cross-ownership o f national newspapers and m ajor terrestrial 
T V  channels. .

Our proposes changes are listed in  annex 2 .

Potential winners and losers are listed in  annex 4 .

The overall package is a m ajor deregulation o f the industry. We would 
expect significant consolidation to then take place, subject to normal 
com petition regulation and our. remaining media controls.

P o litica l pressure w ill be significant; .
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(i) Scrapping Foreign Ownership rules -  There are three logical options, 
to keep conhols as-they are, to allow Toreign ownershi^on a reciprocal 
basis, or to allow  foreign ownership on the same basis as other 
industries. ' .

We believe the case for scrapping the rules is strong. W hy should 
Bertlesmaim, K irch, Vivendi or Berlusconi be able to be active here ' 
when AOL/Tim e Warner, Viacom, D isney and News Corporation are 
constrained? We w ill be accused o f “ g iving in  to Murdoch” , but in  fact 
there w ill s till be major controls On his activ ity  because his dominant 
position in national newspapers w ill trigger the Competition Authprities, 
and because we are keeping significant controls preventing owners o f 
newspapers from  buying terrestrial TV . There is a further, w ider point.
We w ill also -seek in  the Commimications B ill to impose duties on Sky .
(as w ith  a ll broadcast platforms) to carry Public Service Broadcast 
channels. We are alsOj allowing the BBC to develop a strong d ig ita l and 
online presence. So overall our package offers Sky/News 
Intemational/News Corp some movement, but also some challenges. 
V iew ing a ll our changes together we can be confident that we are acting 
fairly, and rationally, and m a way that is proprietor-neutral and which 
does not allow  any large company to become over-m ighty.

( ii)  Scrapping Cross-Media Rules -  as you can see from  annex 3 our 
proposals would make it  possible for large cross-media companies to . 
consolidate rapidly. I t  would mean fo r example, that in  many towns and 
cities the D a ily M a il arid General Trust could own a high-selling national 
daily, a significant local newspaper, a local commercial radio station, one 
or more national radio stations, own d ig ita l T V  and radio channels, and . 
have in ino rity  interests in  ITN  and in  the regional IT V  licence. I t  could 
mean that News Iritemationaland Sky (not one company, but linked in  
most people’s minds) could also expand, perhaps into local press and 
into commercial national and local radio. .

The D raft B ill is intended for publication at the end o f A p ril, a week 
before the local elections, when the issue o f local voice w ill be 
prominent. Many MPs may fin d  the potential fo r consolidation 
somewhat threatening. Our defence w ould be that local voice would s till 
be dynamic. There would be a rninim um  o f four local voices ir i most 
places (the rural fringes can support fewer commercial players anyway), 
many o f the media potentially being taken over have little  debate in  then- 
formats (especially true o f commercial radio), and we would retain 
content and format controls on TV  and radio. We are also persuaded o f
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the argument that local papers do not have editorial lines.im posed on 
them even when owned by opinionated national proprietors.

W e are also considering the potential for encouraging the introduction o f  
good corporate governance. The incentive to the com panies would be 
that adoption and implementation o f a code would becom e a material 
factor in judging whether local “voice” was at risk when mergers were 
being considered. •

(iii) A llowing consolidation o f local m edia -  som e M Ps m ay feel . 
nervous at the.prospect o f national and especially local newspapers 
owning local com m erci^ radio stations. H owever, such consolidation  
m ay help keep local papers afloat and improve quality Via more 
investm ent, we w ill im pose a statutory floor to m aintain a m inimum  
number o f local “voices”, and we w ill retain fkdio and TV licence 
conditions that im pose balance and impartiality on output.

(iv) A llegations that w e are still too regulatory -  m ost com panies, 
especially the major players constrained by Com petition rules (N ew s 
International, Trinity Mirror, D aily M ail and General Trust, Carlton and 
Granada) w ill say that w e have not gone far enough. H ow ever, w e can 
point to a package that contains substantial deregulation and to a regim e 
that requires review  o f  all remaining regulation at three-year intervals. 
They w ill be balanced by many who w ill say that we have gone too far.

The process o f scrutiny and consultation o f  the Draft B ill allow s 
opportunities to change i f  w e believe it right and necessary, but w e think 
it right to offer Parliament a draft which is tm ly deregulatory w hile 
protecting the dem ocratic essentials. W e w ould w elcom e an early 
discussion with you  to coiriplete the final decisions so that w e can 
pubhsh the Draft B ill by the end o f  April,

(signed, both SoSs) . . .

L ist o f A nnexes

1. Our principles and arguments
2. Summary o f  our proposals
3. The possible effects
4. Potential w inners and losers
5. Likely critics and supporters
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6. Who owns what now
7. Industry trends
8. The existing rules oh cross-media ownership
9. Summary o f  options for the newspaper regim e 
lO.Summaiy o f  consultation responses
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Annex 1: The principles we use and the argument supporting our proposals 

Principles:

• To accept that the media are different from other industries because of their intrinsic
importance in setting the terms of national and local debate

• To accept that the increase in the range of active media voices allows the removal of
unwieldy and unnecessary regulation

• To deregulate where possible to promote investment and quality
- •  To rely on competition law wherever possible . .

• To protect plurality and diversity in any area where there is a justified concern that
competition law may be insufficient .

• To regard ownership of national newspapers and terrestrial television licences as the
most sensitive in establishing the national agenda for debate

• To reduce regulations within media sectors as much as possible, but to retain some
cross-media ownership restrictions where there is danger of excessive concentration 
of market power .

• To seek improvements in content and format regulation where possible, and to
improve corporate governance to inhibit abuse by owners

Argument , .

There is a difficult balance to be struck in this area between the interests of democracy and 
those of a competitive market. There are passionately held views on either side of the 
debate which are sure to be aired inside and outside Parliament when the Bill is published. 
However, many of the existing regulations have no economic justification, were arrived at 
for reasons of political expediency alone, and neither protect debate nor assist business.

The proposals we are putting forward are deregulatory. They aim to allow businesses the . 
chance to invest and innovate, and bring cheaper and better services to the consumer. The 
end result should be a system of simple, coherent and predictable rules, with the flexibility 
for further reform at relatively regular intervals. However we believe that the media are 
different from other markets. Owners do use their assets to promote their views as well as 
make profits, and in any event the protection of democracy means that we should be 
measured in our relaxation of regulation. Ground given up top hastily will be hard to . 
recover, whereas over-caution can be remedied by bur proposals to review all regulation at 
three-year intervals. Therefore we propose to retain rules that work to safeguard 
democratic and political freedoms, by maintaining a plurality of ownership that can preserve 
a culture of debate and dissent in local and national media. This plurality cannot be 
guaranteed by competition law alone. :

Proceeding with Deregulation '

It is our view that we do need to allow companies to develop and build their businesses, that 
the growth in media is of itself increasing plurality and diversity, and that we can deregulate 
extensively while keeping in place sufficient rules to protect democratic debate.

There is no. doubt that the two main vehicles for debate and discussion are the national 
press and terrestrial television. Even though most people say they take their news from TV 
the newspapers are much more opinionated and routinely set the TV agenda. We therefore 
intend to more cautious about extending cross-ownership in these areas.
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-Sucfa-dereg4flation-as-we-4Q-alkv\wR[ inevitably €feat€-a-hostileTeactkm7-NBWspc[prefr
owners, particularly Nevys International, Trinity Mirror and the Daily Mall and General Trust, 
will say that it is too little. Everyone else will say it is too much, and that we are caving in 
to aggressive press barons. The fact that neither of these is correct will not stop them being 
asserted and we can expect to have difficulty in both Houses,

We are also proposing some deregulation of ownership rules at a local level. We consider 
that it is possible to provide the essential protection needed for" proper debate while . 
allowing some consolidation. This could lead to an increase in the number of Iqcal papers 
with an interest in local radio stations. While vye believe that debate will still be sufficiently 
protected we should also be aware that many MPs will have strong views to the contrary.

Consultation on the Draft Bill wilt be extensive, and we will particularly want to ensure that 
views are sought in Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. Although communications issues 
are reserved each of the three markets has special features which will require separate 
scrutiny. ' . -

Given the extent of the proposed deregulation, ft is important that some cross-media 
ownership mles are retained, to prevent the sort of concentration of influence that 
dernocracy will not bear and that competition law will not preclude, both at national and 
local level. In particular, we suggest that cross-media rules must take account of the 
particularly pervasive and often owner-led editorial influence of newspapers, by impinging 
on the extent to which newspapers proprietors can extend their influence through other 
media, either at local or national level.

However, in individual media.markets (television, radio and the press) we propose to place 
very few limits on ownership. We will rely on content regulation to maintain diversity. 
Minimal ownership restrictions (or ‘plurality tests' ini the case of newspaper mergers) will be 
supplemented by competition law to provide an adequate degree of plurality within each 
market. The BBC and Channel 4 will continue to provide an additional guarantee of 
diversity. -
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ANNEX 2: OUR PROPOSALS

Summary

1. TV

Remove T5% rule . ..
Remove restriction on joint-ownership of. London licences 
Keep nominated news provider, with.additional licence conditions to ensure 
adequate finaricing
Raise ownership rules on nominated news provider from 20 to 40%, with an 

■ additional limit of 40% on combined ITV licensee ownership 
Remove.all restrictions on ITV/C5 joint ownership
Power to vary licence on change of ownership to be strengthened to  protect 
regional emphasis. .
Regional production guaranteed by tier 2 requirements

Newspapers

a less onerous regime that is applied post-acquisition only to cases of , 
significant concern on competition or plurality grounds. The Competition 
Commission will make recommendations to the Secretary of State, on this 
basis.
OFCOM to have a duty to undertake and consider effective tests of local 
opinion. This would require them to undertake consultation through citizens' 
juries or equivalent. .

Radio

At least 3 owners of local services in each local area, plus the BBC 
No restrictions on ownership of national services .
At least 2 owners of multiplexes in areas where they overlap 
OFCOM to be able to vary licence conditions on change of ownership to 
ensure local character of service is preserved

Foreign ownei^hip

All restrictions to be removed
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Cross-media ownership

‘ Existing pattern of rules to be retained, but stripped down to those rules we feel are 
essential

Rules that merely stipulate public interest tests to be removed .

Rule on national TV/national radio ownership to be scrapped 

20% rule retained for national newspaper/TV ownership

20% rule to be removed for national newspaper/radio ownership. Replaced with a 
rule preventing national newspapers owning radio stations in any area with less than 
3 separate commercial owners in addition to the BBC.

Rules on local newspaper/local radio ownership to be replaced by a rule preventing 
local newspapers with more than 50% of the market owning a local radio station in 
the same area if there are less than 3 separate commercial owners in addition to the 
BBC.

Rules on ITV companies' ownership of local newspaper markets [altered to allow 
thern no more than 50% of a market where they hold the licence OR kept at 
2 0 %] .

Removal, of rule banning joint ownership of ITV regional licence/local radio licence 
for the same area - new rule to prevent such Joint ownership where there are less 
than 3 separate commercial owners in addition to the BBC. ' ‘

Review of ownership rules ,

All rules to be subject to automatic review by OFCOM no less than every 3 years 
OFCQM to make recommendations to the SofS, who can amend rules by secondary 
legislation ‘
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Detailed Proposals

1. Television

Within the television market, we propose to deregulate and rely on competition law to 
provide a plurality of commercial providers in addition to Channel 4 and the BBC. Diversity 
will be retained through content regulation, arid we will continue to make special 
arrangements for the provision of an independent news service to ITV. .

We propose: . .

• to remove the rule that imposes a limit of 15% on any company's share of the TV
audience; and

• to remove the rule that prohibits joint ownership of the two London ITV licences.

These two changes are now widely expected, having be6n proposed in both the 
Communications White Paper and the more recent consultation paper. Their effect will be 
to allow the possibility of a single ITV company, at a point when the competition authorities 
are satisfied that such a company will not unduly dominate the advertising market. ITV is 
made up of 14 regional licences, and each licence will retain requirements for original 
production, independent production and UK regional production and programming. Single 
ownership will not dilute the regional emphasis. Requirements will also be retained for due 
accuracy and impartiality in the reporting of news and any political or industrial controversy.

• to remove the rule that prevents joint ownership of GMTV and Channel 5. .

Many in the industry wrongly interpret this mle as a ban on the joint ownership of aiiy ITV 
licence and Channel 5. There is.no such prohibition and we do not advocate imposing one, 
but would rather remove.the existing rule, which has only a limited actual.effect. The BBC, 
Channel 4 and existing commercial competitors in digital and cable markets wilt make sure 
there continues to be a diversity of content and a plurality of views available from 
television. . •

• to'keep the nominated news provider system for ITV;
• to give Ofcom greater powers to intervene to ensure the news provider is adequately

financed, to ensure that the news Is of a high standard; and
• to raise the the existing 20% limit on pwnership to be raised to 40%, allowing a

minimum of three owners, but that a 40% cap is put on the share that may be • 
owned collectively by the ITV companies themselves. to make sure the news retains 
its editorial independence. •

We believe that these changes will ensure that an independent news service of high quality 
is maintained, and deal with the problem of the steady decline in resources available to ITN 
under the present rules (its budget has fallen from £80m to £36m pa)

At some point in the future it may be that the need for a nominated news provider on ITV. 
will disappear, as competition widens in the market for high quality news. As we said in the 
White Paper, we will therefore include a sunset provision in the Bill, to allow the news
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/-
provider system to disappear at this point, on the advice of OFCOM.

2. Radio .

Most commercial radio is local radio, and whilst we plan to allow consolidation within the 
market as a whole, to allow the companies involved to grow, rules will be kept to ensure 
that listeners retain a choice of local voices.

We propose: .

That there be no restriction (other than Competition Law) on the joint ownership of the 
three national radio licences, nor on ownership of national digital radio services. . .

• National services (Classic FM, Virgin and talkSPORT) account for only 8% of listeners, '
will continue to be clearly demarcated (one is required to be non-pop and one 
predominantly speech) and contain little editorial content. We consider, on balance, 
that it may not be necessary to keep them in separate hands. '

• At the local level, that OFCOM set up a system to ensure that in every area there are
at least 2 (3?) owriers of local analogue radio services and two (3?) owners of local 
digital radio services in addition to the BBC.

• We also suggest that where local digital radio multiplexes overlap there should be at
least 2 (3?) multiplex owners in addition to the BBC. ■

These rules should allow a degree of consolidation that allows large radio companies to 
provide a diverse range of music services, whilst making sure that at least three distinct 
local 'voices' exist. ,

.Plurality in radio ownership is more important at the local level. The majority of airtime 
tends to be devoted to music, but it is local news, opinion and features that often provide 
the basic character and appeal of a station. Licences will continue to require all radio 
stations to report news with due accuracy and.impartiality, and prevent local radio stations 
giving undue prominence to any particular opinion in areas of political or industrial 
controversy. When a local licence changes hands, the regulator will be allowed t& vary the 
format controls that are applied, to ensure that the local nature of the service is. preserved.

' 3. Newspapers . , ■

[D T I c o n tr ib u t io n  to  f o l lo w  -  a less onerous regime that is applied post-acquisition only to 
cases of significant concern on competition or plurality grounds. The Competition 
Commission will make recommendations to the Secretary of State on this basis.

OFCOM should have a duty to undertake and consider effective tests of local opinion. This 
would require therh to undertake real consultation, through citizens' juries or equivalent.]

4. Cross-media ownership

It is important that some cross-media ownership rules are retained, to establish and prevent 
the sort of concentration of influence that democracy will not bear and that competition 
law will not preclude, both at national and local level. In particular, we surest that cross
media rules must take account of the particularly pervasive and often owner-led editorial 
influence of national newspapers, by impinging on the extent to which proprietors can 
extend their influence into national television. We also want to make sure that there is a 
plurality of outlets for opinion across the local media in any area.
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We propose:

. •  No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold any
licence for Ch 3 or Ch5. ,

• No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold more .
. than a 20% stake in any Ch 3, or C5 service. • •

• A company, may not own more than a 20% share such a service if more than 20% of
its stock is in turn owned by a national newspaper proprietor with more than 20% of 
the market. •

• No national newspaper proprietor may own a local radio station that covers an area
where there are fewer than 3 separately-owned providers of local radio in addition to 
the BBC. .

• No owner of a local newspaper with more than a 50% share of local circulation in the
coverage area of a local radio station] may own that station if there are fewer than 3 
separately-owned providers of local'radio in addition to the BBC in the same area.

• No one owning the regional Channel 3 licence in the coverage area of a local radio
station may own that station, [if there are fewer than 3 separately-owned

. , providers of local radio in addition to the BBC in the same area.]

, • No one owning a regional Channel 3 licence may own [more than 40%? or more than
20% (the existing rule)?] of any local newspaper market in the same area.

The changes from the current system are that: . '

, • The ban on newspaper or TV owners holding national radio licences will be removed. 
The 3 existing national radio licences are not sufficiently important to public discourse 
to justify the preservation of this rule. -

•  The. ban on national newspaper companies [or ITV companies?] holding local radio 
licences will be relaxed, to apply only in areas where there are very few (less than 3) 
services. The complicated rules on local newspaper/local radio cross-ownership will be 
simplified to the same effect - dominant local newspapers will only be allowed to buy 
where they are one of at least 3 separate owners. This will allow newspaper and TV 
companies to make significant savings through the cross-ownership of radio services 
with joint news-gathering facilities in large markets. Format controls on local radio 
services, and the music-driven nature of such services, should ensure that they retain a 
distinct character under any ownership, but these rules will prevent any one company 
dominating all the outlets for local news in areas where few such outlets exist.

[The restriction on the share of local newspaper markets that ITV companies can 
own will be relaxed, to allow them to own up to 50% of local markets. This could 
bring them savings in allowing significant opportunities to share newsrooms, for 
example, but would prevent one voice coming to completely dominate both main 
sources of local news, by ensuring competition in the newspaper market.]

The three existing rules that together make any purchase of any broadcasting service 
by any newspaper proprietor subject to a public interest test will be removed. The 
scope of these tests is not clear; they discourage newspaper owners from attempting
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levels of consolidation that would not necessarily dilute plurality; and they distort the 
TTT^kelrhy-encDTjragrng^stlTifWner^^o^^ to sell to accept bids from notv 
newispaper owners who will not have to wait to pass a public interest test (a parallel 
may be drawn with the recent purchase of the Express newspapers by a non
newspaper owner who was not subject to any test under the special newspaper 
regime). '

4. Review of ownership rules ,

One of the problems with the existing media ownership rules is that they are alterable only 
by primary legislation. We want to introduce more flexibility. One way of doing this would 
be to allow acquisitions that exceeded any ownership limits, as long as they passed some 
form of plurality test. This idea is not popular in the industry, where it is regarded as too • 
unpredictable.' A far more popular suggestion for flexibility is that ownership rules should be 
subject to review, and possible reform, at regular intervals.

We propose •

• that all rules should be reviewed by OFCOM no less than every three years
• That OFCOM should report its findings to the Secretary of State for Culture, Media 
' and Sport, who would be given powers to amend or remove rules by secondary

legislation. . , .

A shorter review period of two years was considered but that was felt to be too likely to 
result in the instability of permanent lobbying for change. The proposal for the use of 
secondary legislation may cause concern in Parliamentary circles, where it is sometimes 
suggested that such changes are so important that they should be made only through 
prirriary legislation. .

5. General disqualifications oh ownership

We wish to deregulate by removing general prohibitions on ownership by any particular 
group where there are likely to be no adverse effects.

Certain individuals, and bodies have in the past.been disqualified from holding any 
broadcasting licence. ■

[We propose

• to remove the disqualification on foreign ownership.

The existing rule is inconsistent, in applying only to non-EEA companies, and is difficult 
to apply, given that it depends on a subjective judgement on whether foreign interests 
‘control' a given company. Non-EEA companies should bring welcome inward 
investment, whilst requirements will remain for original production, independent 
production and UK regional production and programming.

• to remove disqualifications on local authorities (subject to regulatory safeguards
preventing any politically-orientated abuse of this freedom, or damage to the 
competitive environrhent) and advertising agencies (provided the competition
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authorities are content). ' •

• to retain the prohibition on ownership by political organisations. -

• to remove the anomaly that prevents religious organisations owning local digital radio
licences when they can own local analogue stations. However we will retain the 
prohibition on religious ownership of any national broadcasting licence or any licence 
to control a multiplex. , .

There is not enough national spectrum available to allow for adequate freedom of 
expression of all religious views, and a religious organisation should not be given the power 
to control, through a multiplex, which other organisations may broadcast what type of 
services through that multiplex. In general, the established Churches share some of these 
concerns about religious ownership, but the more evangelical wing of the Church have 
instigated a widespread campaign for the removal of all prohibitions, and we have received 
some 9,000 letters in support of this view.

■
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ANNEX 3: THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF THESE CHANGES

The changes we are proposing would encourage inward investment and would allow 
significant growth in the size of UK TV and radio companies, to allow them to compete 
more effectively internationally. The rules that remain would maintain the restrictions that 
prevent a large newspaper group or its subsidiary from controlling a terrestrial .television 
station, and should ensure that no company comes to dominate the local debate in any 
area. ■ . '

Some of the possible effects of the reforms could be:

Single ownership of ITV and Channel 5 {as and when the competition authorities allow 
it)..

3 or 4 separate owners of ITN, with ITV companies together owning no more than 
40%. ■ .

[DTI contribution to follow - The exclusion of most local newspapers from the special 
merger regime, and the inclusion of any non-newspaper owners making a significant 
acquisition.]

Further consolidation in local newspaper markets, where papers could be joint-owned 
with local radio stations (as long as two or three radio owners existed in addition to 
the BBC) [arid ITV regional licences (where less than [20% or40%] of the 
newspaper market was owned).] .

2 or 3 big radio groups, which might be owned by TV or newspap^ companies.

At least 2 separately owned local commercial radio stations in each local area, in 
. addition to the BBC. Where there are fewer than 3 local commercial radio stations,
' none could be owned by any national newspaper group, [an ITV company] or by any 

local newspaper with more than a 50% share of local circulation; ' -

A continuing restriction on large newspaper groups and subsidiaries (News 
International and Sky, Trinity Mirror, and possibly Associated Newspapers in the near 
future) owning any significant share of ITV or Channel 5 companies. Other newspaper 
groups, with less than 20% of the national market, would now be able to-invest in 
terrestrial TV without the acquisition having to pass a public interest test.

Further deregulation (or even re-regulation) as an option in 3 years time.
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ANNEX 4: POTENTIAL WINNERS AND LOSERS

This note tries to assess who will benefit from the changes we propose and who will not, by 
suggesting how each company's possible share of the market could change.

BIG WINNERS - TERRESTRIAL TV COMPANIES; MOST NON-EEA COMPANIES; THE 
BIGGEST RADIO GROUPS; THE SMALLER NATIONAL NEWSPAPER GROUPS.

Carlton and Granada: ■

• will be able (eventually) to merge  ̂and to buy C5 (they could actually buy C5 now but
. don't seem to realise it); ' .
• will be free to buy all three national analogue radio stations;
• could acquire stakes of up to 50% in local newspaper markets;
• will be able to acquire around a third of most local radio markets (only acquiring in 

markets with at least 3 local radio services); •
• would be restricted to their existing combined share of 40% in ITN.

If they grew to the maximum possible size (and competition law imposed no restraint) they 
might controL ' ■

•. 29% of the total TV market (48% of the commercial TV market, 56% excluding C4);
• 22% of the total radio market (roughly 44% of the commercial radio market);
• 19% of the national newspaper market; .
• 50% of the local/regional newspaper market.

Scottish Media Group fSMG): . ■

• will now be able to buy into local radio markets;
• could also buy the other two national radio stations (they already own Virgin);
• might acquire stakes of up to 50% in local radio markets, to add to the Glasgow 

Herald (counted as a national paper);
• could eventually attain the same maximum share as Carlton and Granada as part of a 

single ITV.

If, as seems likely, SMG started by buying out Scottish Radio Holdings, they would have;

• 5% of the total radio market (roughly 10% of the commercial market)
• 3% of the total TV market (5% of the commercial market) .
• 1% of the national newspaper market . .

This would amount to a significant position across Scotland (potentially 25% of the 
commercial TV market, 44% of the.commercial radio market and one of the most influential 
Scottish national/regional newspapers. The H e ra ld ). However the rules on local cross-media 
ownership will ensure that in each separate local area there continues to be a plurality of at 
least 4 separate voices for local news and opinion.

Bertelsmann: .

• might buy the whole of ITV, to add to Channel 5;
, • could also buy into other media to exactly the same extent as Carlton or Granada.
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GWR and Capital Radio:

• [els the two largest existing radio companies might be best placed to expand. If the 
radio rules stipulated at least Z commercial owners of local radio in each area, they 
could between them come to control all local services, analogue and digital. 
Alternatively they may face competition from newspaper and TV companies in 
larger markets, and, if the radio rules insisted on 3 commercial owners of local 
radio, from another large radio group.]

• could own all 3 national radio licences (any single company could own all 3);
• might merge with a local or national newspaper company or an ITV/C5 company if 

they shared the radio market with a third company.

A radio-only company could grow to control;

• [29% of the total radio market (roughly 58% of the commercial radio market) if
the rule was for 2 commercial owners in each local area. . ,

• 22% (44%) if the rule was for 3 owners in each area.]

A radio company that merged with a TV or newspaper company could eventually control
the same maximum share as ITV, ie: ..

• 29% of the total TV market (48% of the commercial TV market, 56% excluding C4);
• 22% of the total radio market (roughly 44% of the commercial radio market);
• 19% of the national newspaper market;
• 50% of the local/regional newspaper market.

Daily Mail and General Trust: '

• will be able to buy around a third pf most local radio markets (only acquiring in 
... markets with at least 3 local radio services);

• will be able to buy as many national radio licences as they like;
• . as long as their share of the national newspaper market stays below 20%, will be able

to buy Channel 5; . ■ . .
? as long as their share of the national newspaper market stays below 20%, will be able 

to invest in ITV companies, although they won't be able to hold licences or control the 
licence-holding company in regions where' the Northcliffe Press control more than 

■ 50% of any local newspaper market; .
• will no longer need to.pass a public interest test to buy any broadcasting interests;
• would be able to double the size of their ITN stake if they wished (we don't think they

do). .

They could ultimately end up as part of a company controlling; .

• 4% of the total TV market (roughly 7% of the corinmercial market)
• 22% of the total fadjo market (roughly 44% of the commercial radio market);
• 19% of the national newspaper market; . .
• 50% of the local/regional newspaper market
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Northern and Shell:

• could buy whatever TV Interests they wanted; .
• could buy a significant slice of local radio markets. .

If they retained their existing share of the national newspaper market and invested heavily 
in radio they might come to own; ‘

• 12% of the national newspaper market . .
• 22% of the total radio market (44% of the commercial market)

AOL Time Warner, Disney, Viacom. ClearChannel. Austereo:

• can now move into terrestrial broadcasting,markets if they wish, buying into ITV, ■ . 
Channel 5 and analogue radio.

A big foreign cross-media company would not be held back from investing any more than a 
British company. They could therefore own the same maximum combination, unless the 
competition authorities prevented it: ■

• 29% of the total TV market (17% of the commercial TV market); . '
• 22% of thie total radio market (roughly 44% of the commercial radio market);
• 19% of the national newspaper market;
• 50% of the local/regional newspaper market.

It seems particularly likely that ClearChannel, the American radio group, may wish to invest 
in British radio markets, where they might own up to '

• 29% of the total radio market (roughly 58% of the commercial radio market).

SMALLER WINNERS - THE LARGEST NATIONAL NEWSPAPER GROUPS AND THEIR 
SUBSIDIARIES; THE REGIONAL-ONLY NEWSPAPER GROUPS. ,

Nevvs International and Sky: . .

• will be able to buy into national radio, to own all 3 licences;
• will be able to acquire around a third of most local radio markets (only acquiring in

markets with at least 3 local radio services);
• will no longer need to pass a public interest test to buy any radio interests;
• will be frustrated in any attempt to buy into ITV or Channel 5. .

If Sky bought as many radio stations as possible, they might control:
• 8% of the total TV audience (13% of the commercial audience)

29% of the total radio market (roughly 58% of the commercial market)

This in addition, of course, to News International's 33% share of the national newspaper 
market. News International have a 36% share in BskyB. If News International were deemed 
to control Sky (a judgerhent for the ITC) Sky's local radio interests would be restricted to 
markets with 3 or more stations - this might reduce their share of the total radio market to 
22% or lower. .
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• will be able to buy as many national radio licences as they wish; .
• will be able to acquire around a third of most local radio markets (only acquiring in

markets with at least 3 local radio services); .
• will no longer need to pass a public interest test to buy any radio interests;
• if they maintain more than a 20% share of the national newspaper market, they will 

be frustrated by any attempt to buy into ITV or Channel 5.

So Trinity Mirror, if they bought as many radio stations as possible, might end up owning;

• . 23% of the national newspaper market
• 23% of the total newspaper market (including local/regional press)
• 22% of the total radio market (roughly 44% of the commercial market).

The lohnston Press and Newsquest:

• should be able to continue their consolidation in the local press; .
• ■ will be able to acquire around a third of nhost local radio markets (only acquiring in

. markets with at least 3 local radio services); . - ■; ............
• would not need to pass ariy public interest test for any acquisition.

If Newsquest bought as many radio stations as possible to add to their current press 
holdings they might eventually control: .

• An 11% share of total UK circulation; '
• 22% of the total radio audience (44% of the commercial market).

If lohnston Press bought as many radio stations as possible to add to their current press 
holdings they might eventually control: . ,

• A 5% share of total UK circulation; . .
• 22% of the total radio audience (44% of the commercial market). ..

TREADING WATER

No one - there should be an opportunity for every different type of company to expand in 
some direction, although there is no way of knowing which companies will take their 
opportunities and which will not.

LOSERS?

Anyone who gets bought out. This is impossible to predict with any accuracy but the most 
likely candidates in the Immediate future would seem to be the smaller radio companies - 
EMAP. Chrysalis, Scottish Radio Holdings, the Wireless Group - [especially if the radio 
ownership rules allow only 2 commercial owners of local radio in each local area, rather 
than 3] . .
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ANNEX 5: LIKELY CRITICS AND SUPPORTERS ,

Below is an assessment of who is likely to support and oppose each of the rules we propose 
(and, where appropriate, what the likely reaction will be to the absence of isome of the 
existing rules) based on the responses we received to the consultation document. Where 
there are markedly different reasons for such support or opposition these have been 
identified. .

Since our consultation paper did not provide any detailed options for reforming cross-rpedia 
ownership rules, the analysis for changes in that area is less certain, but vve have predicted 
what reactions will be to the general approach of the package of cross-media rules.

A glossary of acronyms is provided.

General Disqualifications (this assumes Foreign ownership rules will be scrapped)

1. No religious organisation may own any national broadcasting licence or any licence to 
provide a multiplex service .

For Radio Authority; BECTU; some established Church groups .
Against 9,000 individual Christians, evangelical Christian groups and broadcasters

2. N o  fo re ig n  o w n ersh ip  ru les  -

For News International, Bloomberg, Telewest
Against (on grounds of.reciprocity) CRCA, EMAP, C5, SMG, Carlton, Capital, GMG, 

GWR, Radio Authority '
(completely against) BECTU, SACOT, VLV ,

Television

3. ITV news must come from a nominated news provider. The value of the contract must 
meet v̂ 'th OFCOM's approval .

For ITC,
Against Carlton,

4. The nominated news provider system may be sunset by the Secretary of State on 
OFCOM's recommendation when they are satisfied that there exist a sufficient 
number of additional high quality competitors to the BBC ■

For (If there has to be a nominated news provider) Carlton, |
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5. No one may own more than a 40% share in the nominated news provider 
'6: ThelTV'ticensees'fhay”colt^fivety own no more than a 4D% share in the nominated

news provider

For ITC.
Against Carlton

IC4, CMC, BECTU

7. N o  o th e r  ru les  o n IT V  ow nership  ’

{PACT also have concerns about how the network would work)
For Carlton
Against Advertise

Radio . .

8. [EITHER: ' . . .

[In each local market, there must be at least 2 separate commercial owners of both analogue 
and digital local services, in addition to the BBC.

For CRCA, GWR, Capital, EMAP, Scottish Radio Holdings
Against Radio Authority ,

OR: . .

In each local market, there must be at least 3 separate commercial owners of both analogue 
and digital local services, in addition to the BBC. ,

For Radio Authority .
Will accept (although would rather have ‘2 +T) CRCA, GWR, EMAP, Scottish Radio 

. Holdings ■
Against (would much rather have ‘2 + 1’, if not competition law) Capital Radio]

9. In areas where multiplexes overlap, they must be owned by at least [2 or 3] different 
persons.

For GWR, CRCA .
Against (too much of a restriction) Capital Racdio 

(too light a restriction) Radio Authority

Newspapers .

10. [D T I s t u f f  to  f o l l o w  -  a less onerous regime, applied post-acquisition only to significant
cases, making clear plurality is a serious concern and with stipulation to take heed of 
'citizens councils' or equivalent]
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Cross-media ownership

11. No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold any 
licence for Ch 3 or C5.

12. (a) No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold
more than a 20% stake in any Ch 3, or C5 service. . - '
(b) A company may not own more than a 20% share such a service if more than 20% 
of its stock is in turn owned by a national newspaper proprietor with more than 20% 
of the market. . .

13. No national newspaper proprietor may own a local radio station [analogue or digital]
that covers an area where there are fewer than 3 separately-owned providers of local 
radio in addition to the BBC. .

14. No owner of a local newspaper with more than a 50% share of local circulation in the
coverage area of a local radio station [analogue or digital] may own that station if 
there are fewer than 3 separately-owned providers of local radio in addition to the 
BBC in the same area. ' '

15. No one owning the regional Channel 3 licence in the coverage area of a local radio 
station [analogue or digital] may own that station [if there are fewer than 3 
separately-owned providers of local radio in addition to the BBC in the same area?]

16. No one owning a regional Channel 3 licence may own [more than 50%? or more than 
20% (the existing rule)?] of any local newspaper market in the same area.

For

Against

ITC, Radio Authority, EMAP. SRH,^p||pSACO T. BECTU, VLV 
(as the best option if there have^^^m es) Trinity Mirror, CMC

(prefer competition law) News International,^^ Telewest, DMGT, C5, Carlton, 
Bloomberg, Capital
( prefer a ‘sliding scale' 40-30-20-1l^ ^^ m e) CRCA, GWR •
(have their own schemes) SMG, IP A j^^ ^  .
(want limits on cross-ownership of ̂ atrqrms and content) C4, BBC 
( want stricter rules) CPBF *

Review of ownership rules

17. OFCOM should review all media ownership rules no less than every 3 years, and may 
make recommendations to the Secretary of State to reform or remove them. The 
Secondary of State may then use secondary legislation for this.purpose.

For CRCA, ITC, BBC, SACOT, DMGT,
Against BECTU, CPBF

(not often or quick enough - jjrefer sunsets) 
(too uncertain) Radio Authority .

Capital, C4, GWR, I PA, 

I  Carlton
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Glossary o f  acronyms

BECTU
CPBF
CRCA
DMGT
GMG
IPA

Broadcasting Entertainment Cinematograph and Theatre Union 
Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom 
Commercial Radio Companies Association .
Daily Mail and General Trust 
Guardian Media Group 
Institute of Practitioners in Advertisins

Toducers Alliance for Cinema and television 
SACOT Scottish Advisory Committee On Telecommunications 
VLV Voice of the Listener and the Viewer
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35.0-

25.0-

15.0-

NEWSPAPERS
N a tio n a l, re g io n a l, lo c a l

0.0- TRMTY.MPROR »e«VS NTStNATKlMU. NBWSQLE5T ASSOCMTB3ievsaAFe;8 JOmsONPRBS OT>S)S
Cireulaian Shar* UK Al ftpan 23.1 14.3 ■ 11.1 7.7 43 ■ M.3 ••
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■-r::

TELEVISION
(a U U K )

ItV Viev»ing Shara \M(%1
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RADIO
(a U U K )

6o.a-

4ao-

10.0-

0 .0 -

BBC GWR CAPITAL 
RADO PLC

£MAP CHRYSALIS
SCOTTISH

RADIO
HOLDINGS

WIRELESS
GROUP SMG OTHERS

lUstening Share UK Radio (%) 51.7 11.2 8J2 6.6 3.7 3-3 . 3J2 1.4 10.6
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CROSS M ED IA
C ounting  ^  n a tio n a l newspapers approxim ate percentage shares -  Q 1 2001

6 0 .0 -

SAIl Newspapers 

□ Television 

B Radio

u .u -
1 TriniV . 

Mrror News Intt. Daily Mail New.sque
St

Telegraph
Grp.

^  r  F ' 

S M S Granada Carlton GWR Capital EMAP BBC

AU Newspapers 23.1 14.3 i z p 11.1 5.2 *0.4 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 ■ 0.0 0.0
Television 0.0 7.5 . 0.0 ‘ 1 0 G.0 2.6 14.7 10.5 0.0 0.4 ' OJ 39.0
Radio 0.0 0.0 3.0 I 0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 11.2 8.2 6.6 51.0
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SHARE OF VOICE

Calculation -  no explic it exchange ra te  between media, s in g le summation o f percentage shares 
in national radio, TV, newspaper markets expressed as percentage o f theoretical maximum
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XMO SHARES
(N ational papers only, excluding regional/local)

News inH. TriniV
Mirror Daiiy^^it Teligrap 

. hGtp. •SMG Granada Cartton 6WR Caprtat SRH
^  M r. 
BBC

National Newspapers' 32^ 23.5 17.6 6-2 0.4. 0.0 ■ 0.0 0.0 . ao 0.0 0.0 0.0
Television 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 ^6 14.7 10.5 0.0 0.4 0 3 3-3 39D
Radio 0.0 . 0J3 3J3 0.0 1.4 0.0 . 0.0 11.2 8.2 6.6 0.0 51.0
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ANNEX 7: INDUSTRY TRENDS (draft)
• <

The growth in available media

2 0 0 2

National terrestrial TV  

National analogue radio 

Local analogue radio
Ir

Satellite and Cable TV  

N ational digital radio 

L ocal digital radio 

N ational newspapers 

L ocal and regional press 

In addition:

6 stations 

8 stations .

300stations .

200+channels .

12 stations 

43 stations

30 daily/Sunday titles 

1,200+titles

•  access radio and TV are supplementing existing arrangements for 
. university, hospital and special licence radio. /

•  Internet provision continues to expand, and nearly h a lf o f  all
households are now  connected.

[1980 eqmvalent numbers to be provided]

N ote on developing convergence

N ote on circulation, view ing and listening, em ployment and investm ent 
trends .

Figures on advertising and other earnings trends. .. .
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ANNEX 8: SUMMARY OF EXISTING CROSS-MEDIA OWNERSHIP RULES

TV/radio cross-ownership . .

1. No one can hold the GMTV licence or the C5 licence and a national radio licence.

2. No one can hold a local radio licence (analogue or digital) and the regional Ch 3
licence in the sarhe area. .

I .

20% rules on newspaper owners .

3. No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market can hold any .
licence for Ch 3, C5, or any radio service. '

4. (a) No one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market can hold 
more than a 20% stake in anyCh 3. C5 or radio service.
(b) A company may not own more than a 20% share such a service if more than 20% 
of its stock is in turn owned by a national newspaper proprietor with more than 20% 
of the market. [This is th e  s o -c a lle d  2 0 :2 0  ru le ] '

5. No one controlling more than 20% of the local newspaper market in any Ch 3 region
■ may hold the licence for that Ch 3 service. ' .

6. No one controlling more than 20% of the local newspaper market in the area of a 
digital programme service may hold the licence to provide that digital service.

■ . "  ■ ' ;
Limits on local newspaper companies owning local radio stations ‘ .

7. Anyone controlling more than 50% of the local newspaper market in the coverage 
area of a local radio station own that station only if: there is another station under 
different ovvnership in the same area; the acquisition passes a public interest test.
They may own no more than one station in ariy area. '

8. Local newspapers owners controlling more than 20% of the market may own up to
. two licences for overlapping local radio .seiyices i£ one is. FM and the other is AM; the 

acquisition passes a public interest test

9. Local newspapers owners controlling less than 20% of the market can own ujj to three 
licences for overlapping local radio services, as long as they pass a public interest test.

Rules that merely stipulate a public interest test -

10. Any application by any newspaper owner to hold a licence for CMTV, C5, or any 
national radio service will be subject.to a public interest test.

11. Any application to hold a regional Ch 3 licence or a local radio licence by any national
or relevant local newspaper owner will be subject to a public interest test. ' .'

.12. Digital programme services may not be provided for three months after the award of 
the licence to a national or relevant local newspaper owner unless a plurality test is 

- - met............................................... ■ ; ’ ..........
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ANNEX 9: OPTIONS FOR REFORM OF THE NEWSPAPER MERGER REGIME

OPTION ONE a bespoke newspaper regime -  Recommended.

1 The DGFT would be able to refer a transfer over which he had competition 
concerns to the Competition Conunission, within a set period from the later of &e 
completion of the transfer or.its pubhcation, OFCOM would be able to refer any 
remaining cases over which it had “plurality” concerns by a slightly later timescale.

2 The Competition Commission would assess the transfer(s) on competition and
plurality grounds. If they found no detriments to the transfer on both, grounds, and 
OFCOM consented, the transfers would be cleared. If they found detriments on either 
or both grounds, they would so advise the Secretary of State and recommend remedies 
which would Cure the prpblem. ■

3 The DGFT would be required to advise on the competition aspects of the CC’s
case, and OFCOM on the plurality aspects. Decisions would be for the Secretary of 
State, but would be restricted to remedying the identified detriments. ■

OPTION TWO -  an alternative, which would apply to newspaper ownership the 
procedures for ‘exceptional public interest’ cases to be introduced by the 
Enterprise Bill. . .

1 The SoS would be able to intervene in any case lhat raised issues concerning 
the plurality of newspapers. The DGFT would advise the SoS on the competition 
aspects of the case, and the SoS could seek OFCOM’s advice oh the plurality issues. 
The reference decision would rest with the SoS.

2 The CC would assess the transfer(s) on competition and plmality grounds (if
the DGFT had raised competition concerns) or on plurahty grotmds alone (if the 
DGFT had concluded that the trmsfer would hot result in a substantial lessening of 
competition). On receipt of the CC’s report, the ultimate decisions (on whether the 
merger was in'the public interest and, if not, what remedies should be imposed) would • 
be for the SoS' .
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ANNEX 10; SUMMARY OF KEY CONSULTATION RESPONSES

Alphabetical list of responses included in this summary

1 Associated Newspapers Limited .
2 BBC
3 BECTU '
4 Bloomberg
5 Broadcasting Standards Commission (BSC)
6 BSkyB
7 Capital Radio pic
8. Carlton Comrnunications pic
9 Channel 4 '
10 Channels '
11 Commercial Radio Companies Association (CRCA)

Daily Mail and General Trust (DMGT)
14 Emap 
l^ E n d |m o U J K

. 17 Guardian Media Group (GMG)
18 GWR Group pic

indepenaeru revision Commission (ITC)
21 Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA)
22 mediawatch-uk '
23 . News International pic .
24 Producers Alliance for Cinema and Television (PACT)
25 Radio Authority .
26 Scottish Radio Holdings pic
27 SMGplc •
28 Trinity Mirror
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Associated Newspapers Limited

Newspapers

Abolish special newspaper regime; newspaper market is self-regulating. 

No Ministerial involvement in newspaper merger decisions!

Supports removal of local titles from newspaper regime.

Supj3orts extension of regime to all qualifying acquisitions.

Abolish criminal sanctions.

Cross Media Ownership

Share of voice approach has potential - merits further research.
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BBC

Television .

Supports single ITV. .

Joint ownership of ITV and Channel 5 is matter for competition authorities.

Supports retention of nominated news provider system for ITV: regulations should require 
commitment by licence holder to adequate financing.

Radio ' . . . ‘ .

Supports abolitipn of radio points system. Competition authorities should determine limits 
of radio ownership, .

Supports Radio Authority/CRCA proposal for ILR, comparable scheme for digital radio and 
multiplexes.

Supports removing ban on ownership of more than one national radio licence.

Cross Media ownership

CQmpetition law land single-media rules would not be enough.

Opposes plurality test as it may undermine certainty delivered by the media ownership 
rules. (Any test should include “gateway/platform" and "premium content" control).

Plurality test decisions must be taken by Ministers.

40 /  30/ 20 ownership proposal may work,

OFCOM

OFCOM should review media ownership rules every four years. Ministerial scrutiny and 
consultation should play a part. ,
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BECTU

Non-EEA ownership . ‘ .

Keep current prohibitions. .

Religious Ownership ' ,

Opposes any further relaxation of ownership restrictions on religious organisations.

Television .

Concerned about implications of a single ITV. ■ ' .

Supports prevention of joint ownership of ITV and Channel 5.

Supports retention of nominated news provider system. .

Supports raising nominated news provider ownership limit to 40%.

Radio

Supports retention of points system. ■

Supports 'three-plus-BBC' proposal for ILR, and comparable scheme for digital services and 
multiplexes. .

Opposes allowing ownership of more than one national radio licence.

Supports enabling OFCOM to prevent onward sale of licences.

Cross Media ownership

Supports retention of existing limits on cross-media ownership.

Opposes abolition of current cross-media limits, and reliance on competition law.

OFCOM

Does not support OFCOM review of rules every Z years. ,
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Bloomberg

Non-EEA ownership 

Abolish current prohibitions.
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Broadcasting Standards Commission (BSC)

Newspapers. ,

OFCOM will need to develop expertise in newspaper.industry. ■

Other comments ,

Content regulation and public broadcasting corporations bear directly on issues of plurality.
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BSkyB

Television . -

Government's approach to ITV and Sky respectively is inconsistent. .

Abolish existing cross-media ownership rules.

Tighten impartiality rules, rather than impose restrictions on ownership.

Newspapers :

Leave plurality decisions to Competition Commission. '

Opposes exceptional public interest gateway. •

Abolish current cross-media limits, and rely on competition law regulation.

OFCOM .

Supports OFCOM review of rules every Z years.
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Capital Radio pic

Radio

Rely on competition authorities to determine the appropriate limits on UK radio ownership 
(including digital services). '

Supports removal of disqualification from owning more than one national radio licence. 

OFCOM should be not able to prevent the onward sale of licences for two years after award

Cross Media ownership .

Abolish, current cross-media limits, relying on media and competition law regulation. 

OFCOM

OFCOM should review media ownership rules, but every three years.

Other Comments . ■

OFT and OFCOM should take into account effect of BBC on market influence, market 
distortion and economic effect. .

1-
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Carlton Com m unications pic

Non-EEA ownership 

Relaxation should be reciprocal.

Television

Allow ITV to consolidate.

Allowjoint ownership of !TV and Channel 5. '

Supports abolition of nominated news provider system. •

Radio ■ - '

Cornpetition authorities should determine limits of radio ownership. 

Digital radio: open access to platforms more important than ownership.

Cross-Media Ownership "

Abolish cross-media limits, rely on competition law.

OFCOM

Agrees with 2 year review and sunset clauses. .
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Channel 4
(■

Television . '

Supports single ITV. '

Supports restriction on joint ownership of ITV and Channel 5.

Supports retention of nominated news provider system. Supports raising ownership limit to 
40%. ■ • ■ .

Cross Media ownership .

Supports plurality test with Ministers making final decisions.

Rejects 40/30/Z0 ownership model. .

Platform ownership should be recognised as a form of media ownership. .

OFCOM

Review of rules should involve full consultation and democratic scrutiny.

Other comments  ̂ '

Government should consider the regulation for the separation of carriage (ownership of a 
platform) from content (service provision).
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Channel 5

Non-EEA ownership

Reasonable to keep current prohibitions. .

Television . . . •

Concerned about potentially anti-competitive nature of a single ITV, but prefers to leave to 
competition law. •

Joint ownership of !TV and Channel 5 should be left to competition law.

lTV.shQuldbe.free to produce or buy its own news, but Ch 5 supports raising ITN 
stakeholder limit to 40%. • •

Cross Media ownership . .

Leave decision-making process to OFCOM and competition authorities. .

Supports proposal for permeable limits with a plurality test.

OFCOM ■'

Media legislation should be modified, on recommendation of OFCOM, by secondary 
legislation and approval of Parliament.
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Com m ercial Radio Companies Association (CRCA)

Non-EEA ownership

Relaxation should be reciprocal. '

Radio

Proposes further deregulation with a system of ‘two-plus-BBC' for ILR. Apply same system 
to digital services until sufficient multiplexes serve an area.

Ensure that, where local multiplexes overlap, there should be at least two owners in each 
. marketplace. . ' ,

OFCOM should not be able to prevent onward sale of licences.

Cross Media ownership

Supports the 40/30/Z0 ownership model. .

OFCOM

Supports OFCOM review of rules every three years. Believes Ministers should make final 
decisions.
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D aily  M ail and General Trust (D M G T)

Television .

Abolish nominated news provider system. .

Radio

Proposes "two-plus-BBC'proposal for radio ownership, including digital. 

Ownership of digital radio multiplex licences should be unrestricted.

Cross Media ownership

Newspaper ownership of radio should be unrestricted. .

Plurality tests lack clarity and dp not deliver certainty.

Does not object to 40/30/ZO limits.

Supports 'Share of Voice' scheme, if Goverhment considers it necessary.

OFCOM .

Supports OFCOM review of rules every 2 years. '
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Emiap

Non-EEA ownership

Relaxation should be reciprocal. •

Radio ,

Abolish points system.

Support for Radio Authority/CRCA proposal for ILR, but wants to raise number of percentage 
points one operator can own. . .

Cross-Media Ownership

Supports Radio Authority "three-plus-one" proposal.

Supports "public interest test". 'Share of voice' too complex and cumbersome.

Other comments •

OFCOM regulation of BBC essential. .
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G uard ian  M edia G roup  (GMG)

Non-EEA ownership

Relaxation should be reciprocal. .

Religious O wnership

Supports retention of restrictions on religious organisations.

Television .

Competition law alone to regulate single ITV. \

Supports preventing jo int ownership of ITV and Channel 5. .

Supports retention of nom inated news provider system •

Supports raising the ITV nominated news provider ownership lim it to  4 0 % .

Radio -

Supports abolition of points system and reliance on competition authorities alone. 

Supports removal o f disqualification from owning m ore than one national radio licence 

Leave digital radio (and m ultiplex) regulations at m inim um .

Supports enabling OFCOM to.prevent onward sale of licences. .

New spapers

Supports proposal for an exceptional public interest gateway.

Supports removal o f local titles from  newspaper regime.
.  . t  ‘

. Supports extension of newspaper regime to all qualifying acquisitions, including non
newspaper proprietors. .

Cross M edia ownership .

Cross-media ownership restrictions are necessary a t national but not local level. 

Opposes permeable limits w ith  a plurality test as unhelpful . .

Rejects 4 0 /3 0 /2 0  and 'Share o f Voice' model.
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GW R G rou p  p ic

Non-EEA ow nership .

Relaxation should be reciprocal.

Radio .

Supports Radio Authority/CRCA proposals for ILR.

Local digital radio should follow Radio Authority/CRCA model until sufficient multiplexes 
serve an area. . ■

Cross M edia ow nership .

Supports application o f 'three-plus-BBC' model. ,

Supports 4 0 /3 0 /2 0  ownership model {but preferring higher thresholds). Supports ‘Share of 
V o ice 'm odel, . . . •

O FC O M

Supports O FCO M  review of rules every 2 years.
• ,

O th e r com m ents

Roll over o f national and local analogue licences should be extended to allow for investment 
in digital services. ‘
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In d e p e n d e n t T e lev is ion  C om m iss ion  (ITC )

Non-EEA ow nership .

Government should argue for reciprocal liberalisation of foreign ownership rules.

Religious O w nership

Religious ownership should be allowed only where sufficient spectrum’fo r m ulti-fa ith  
ownership is available. .

Television •

Supports single ITV. .

Supports retention o f nominated news provider system.

Supports Radio Authority proposal for "three-plus-BBC" for ILR.

Newspapers .

Ministers should take final decisions on significant newspaper mergers on "freedom of 
expression" grounds.

Cross M edia ow nership .

Opposes plurality tests, numeric-based systems and 'Share o f Voice' m odel as they create 
. business uncerta in ty / . . ’

OFCOM

Supports O FC O M  review of rules, but every tw o  years is too  frequent.
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In s t itu te  o f  P ra c titio n e rs  in  A d v e rt is in g  (IPA)

General Prohibition*; .

Ownership o f media by advertising agencies is strictly forbidden to  IPA members.

Non-EEA ow nership

Nationality o f ownership is immaterial to  advertisers. •

Television ' '

Opposes single ITV .

Radio

Opposes enabling OFCOM  to prevent onward sale o f licences.

Newspapers . .

Supports liberalising the current regime.

Cross M edia bw nership ,

Prefers to  keep current ownership riiles.

seven

O FGOM

Supports O FCO M . review but proposes three to  four yearly  interval.
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-^-jnedj a w M c h z u t

/ ;  Newspapers

u'-„- Agrees.OFCOM should assess accurate presentation o f news and ’̂frpe expression.. ■- * •

Ministers should, on the advice o f regulators, exercise a nnd|leratlhg influence on 
'  newspaper mergers. . '

r f . v .

' f^O FC O M .■----------
.:v^^;,..:'jAgrees OFCOM should review media ownership rules.

■3

;S :V/*-: '• * ■■ ‘-V.- • >

.

. , ; < • • /  • •

v̂ -V
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vvs In te rn a t io n a l p ic

n-EEA ow nership . 

m ove current restrictions.

ewspapers

■ ; . . i.;;.

■ ■ ■ . •

r

bolish special newspaper regime -  regulate by normal compe' ........

.Gcal titles should be included in current newspaper regime..,. ..
•- " . ' l/j-: *5 • .

. . • -V _ -■

Sup < ts extension of regime to all qualifying acquisttiOTis..; ’' . .
' ‘ ■ • ' '

Abolish crim inal sanctions. ‘ •

• '

Gross M edia ow nership _

Abolish current cross-media limits, and rely on competition l&W tsgulation. ,
■ ' '̂--V • •

Plurality tes t is arbitrary and puts onus on media companies.'Share o f voice' m odel also 
arbitrary. • . . . ; .

O FC O M  . .. '

Supports sunset clauses unless continuation of rules agreed by Parliament.

■ • 4 .
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P r^ u c e rs  A T liance^or C in ¥ m c i^ x !^ ie v is io n -{4 ^ A G ^ ^

Television - • /  ,

Concerned about implications for prograrnming prbductrdmof single ITV. 

Supports preventing jo in t ownership of !TV and Channel '

Cross-M edia O wnership .

Supports public interest test. Rejects 'Share of voice' rriiidglft.. ' .

O FC O M
---

• : * V-’

f 1 ,̂ /  *

Thresholds for media ownership should be amendable bs ,0 t8er.on  advice fi;om either or 
both  o f OFCOM and OFT. ''

O th e r  com m ents

O FC O M  should be given a specific duty to  "promote" cpfniDetitibn in the  production and 
distribution o f co n ten t ' '
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R a d io  A u t h o r i t y

Non-EEA ownership . . ,

Relaxation should be reciprocal. . ■ .

Religious Ownership • . .

Religious organisations should not be permitted to own national analogue licences, national 
digital sound programme service licences, or digital multiplexes.

Radio ■ ■ , .

Maintains proposal of 'three-plus-BBC' for ILR, and for digital services., .

Supports removal of disqualification from owning more than .one national radio licence. 

Ownership of digital radio multiplex licences should be a corhpetitipn matter.

, Supports enabling OFCOM to prevent oriward sale of licences.

Cross Media ownership , : ; ,

Suggests, the 'three-plus-BBC' principle for cross medi.e pvytiership.

Opposes plurality tests.as labour-intensive and inconsistent Rejects 'Share of voice' model. 

QFCOM ' : V

OFCOM should not review rules every 2 years. • - -

Other comments > .

Access Radio should not be counted in accumulation of..radio interests.

■ ■ . ■ ■
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“S x o tt is h -R a d io ^ ^ o ld ih g s - -------

Radio . •

Broadly supports Radio Authority/CRCA proposal, but wants to deregulate further. 

Supports removal of disqualification from pwning rnbre than one national radio licence.

Cross Media ownership . . .

Makes its own proposals for XMO.

Other Comments . . -v ■  ̂ . '

All commercial radio licences should run for fifteen,years.

' 1-' - ^
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I . \

S M G  p ic

Non-EEA ownership .

Keep current prohibitions. • . .

Religrious Ownership .

Remove restrictions on religious organisations holding broadcasting licences ’ .

television ' >
• • ■ ■ ‘ • ’ ’ •
Supports single ITV. , ' . •

•Aliovy joint ownership of ITV and Channel 5 . .

Abolish nominated news provider system. .

Radio , '

Abolish points system. . .

Supports proposal that OFCOM should ensure that there are at least 3 owners of ILR 
services In addition to the BBC . . .

SMG proposes threshold 30% of radio revenues overall (including the BBC) for ILR.

Supports removal of disqualification from owning more than one national radio licence.

No need for. OFCOM to prevent onward sale of licences. • .

Newspapers ' '. ' . .

Supports OFCOM and Competition Commission assessing mergers. • .

Supports exceptional public interest gateways, arid firtal Ministerial decisions.

Supports removal of local newspapers from regime. . ; .

Supports extension of newspaper regime to all quali^irig acquisitions.

Abolish criminal sanctions. .
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Cross-Media ownership-

Abollsh current cross-media limits, and rely on competition law. 

Or establish limits derived from financial turnover.
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T r in i t y  M ir r o r

Newspapers .

Opposes OFCOM assessment of newspaper mergers as over-regulatory. .

Acieepts proposal for exceptional public Interest gateway. ' .

Opposes extension of newspaper regime to acquisitions by non-newspaper proprietors.

Cross Media ownership . ,

Abolish current cross-media limits, and rely on competition law. ■ .

Plurality tests create business uncertainty, are unwelcorne and unecessaiy.

Strongly opposes 40/30/20,proposal. 'Share of voice' model is unworkable;
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ANNEXE
Foreign Ownership - Why change the rules?

1. Scope

The foreign ownership ban is a ban on non-EEA (effectively American or Australian) 
ownership of analogue terrestrial broadcasters - ITV, C5, Classic FM, Virgin Radio, 
talkSPORT and all local analogue radio stations. '

The investment argument

It is suggested that foreign ownership rules reistrict investment in the British economy. ‘ 
We have two aims to balance - the need to remove regulatory barriers to inward ' 
investment, and the need to support British businesses.

Attached are two pieces of work that stress the importance of inward investment to the 
economy. The first is taken from a report titled 'UK Competitiveness Indicators' vyhich 
was written by the DTI and published in February 2001. The second attachment (with 
more up to date figures) was written by the Treasury [for a letter written on behalf of Ed 
Balls]. . ■ . .

European companies are free to acquire control of any British media company as things 
stand, though few have done so. Bertelsmann have invested in Channel 5, which 
contiiiues to lose money, and look likely to. support it as United Business Media pull out. 
However, there have been no foreign bidders for Carlton or Granada, possibly because 
they are not large enough to be commercially attractive, and because of the large 
investment they have made in the loss making ITV digital- Bertelsmann were in talks last 
year, but made it clear that.they did not want ITV digital.

Where foreign ownership rules .have been removed elsewhere in Europe, the effect does 
not appear to have been spectacular. In Germany, the existing duopoly of 
Bertelsmann/RTL and Kirch has been strong enough to ward off foreign competition, 
although now that Kirch is in trouble there have been rumours of News Corp buying a 
stake in the company. In Spain, similarly, PRISA and Telefonica Media control the TV 
market and have proved impervious to foreign takeover. . *' ,

3. Other arguments for rerhoving the ban • . ■ '

• 'Britishness' - Whatever the nationality of the owner, a British service will always have 
. to produce definitively 'British' content in order to attract an audience, just as Th e  Sun,

for instance, does npw. (For similar reasons, we don't mind national radio/newspaper 
groups owning a range of different local media). • . ,

• Inconsistency - We already allow any European company to buy into our broadcasting 
markets - there is arguably littledifference between Bertelsmann and Viacom, say. Other 
European States have already removed all foreign ownership rules - Germany, Spain, the 
Netherlands - seemingly without disastrous effect.
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4. Arguments for keeping it .

• Key foreign countries, such as the US and Australia, still impose restrictions on British 
ownership of their media. We might therefore feel we can only consider lifting our ban 
if there are reciprocal arrangements for British companies in those countries. .

• We want to ensure European consumers continue to receive high quality European 
. content (the argument in the White Paper).

Possible effects of removal .

Competition law, and whatever media ownership rules we end up with, will be the only 
means of preventing a giant American company from dominating our market. 
Non-European companies (eg AOL Time Warner, Disney, Viacom, News Corporation) 
could buy tTVr Channel 5, and up to 25% of the UK radio market. The American radio 
company. Clear Channel, may be interested in buying a significant number of radio 
stations. The prospect of a single ITV, with a potential 25% of the TV audience, might be 
more appealing to foreign investors than Carlton and Granada have been to giant 
European companies.
Sky would no longer have to worry about being classed as ‘non-European’ due to their 
involvement with News Corp. However they would still be restricted by cross-media rules 
on companies part-owned by newspaper groups.
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■ Importance of foreign investment for the UK

[Taken from; UK Competitiveness Indicators, 2"“̂ Edition, DTI, February 2001]

2.2.3 Value of foreign direct Investment
G7 comparison plus EU and OECD a\erages, 2000 
Book value of balance sheet as per cent of GDP

7 0 - p - - - ’- ....................... - ..............................................................  E3Inw ard @ O utw ard . .

UK Canada Germany France 
Source: UN World Investment Fteport

Japan O E C D

Competition, whether from abroad or amongst domestic firms, is a spur to efficiency and the 
diffusion of new technology and innovationj which in turn drive productivity 
growth. However, the contribution of competition to economic perfonriance cannot easily be 
measured. Instead it is more likely to be a determinant of the conditions under which high 
productivity levels emerge. , .

Since competition is a complex and multi-dimensional dynamic process, a single measure is not 
likely toprovideagoodreflectionofthe competitive ehvironment. One factor that influences the 
extent o f competition in a market is therelative degree of openness in an economy. In addition 
to the increased competition it creates, openness facilitates technology transfer, helps spread best 
practice and promotes access to the glob^ knowledge pool. It opens up new markets and' 
increases the potential returns to new ideas. The variables often used to proxy openness are export 
intensity, import penetration, the level of tariffs and noii-tariff barriers md the degree of inward 
investment. ■ • •

The stock of foreign direct investment as,a prdpOrtion of GDP for the UK was the highest of the 
G7 countries in 1999 for both inward and outward investment (Chart 2.2.3). In 1998 and 1999, 
the growth in value of the UK’s direct investment (inward and outward) exceeded that for the EU 
or GECD as a whole by around half as much again. The latest UNCTAD report shows that in 
1999 UK firms invested more overseas than any other coimiiy, overtaking the US for the first 
time since 1988. In the same year the UK maintained its position of being second largest recipient 
of inward direct investment flows in a given year. ' ' ' . •
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What does this mean for the UK? ,
The UK remains relatively open. This puts the UK in a good position to take advantage of 
increasing global trade, and to benefit rapidly from new developments, ideas and 
production techniques. However, the ability to adapt to new tecluiolbgy and the extent to which 
best practice diffuses throughout the UK economy will .depend on the skills of the working 
population and the attitudes of UK firms. It is also important that the UK continues to take 
positive action in conjunction with both the EU and the World Trade
Organisation to remove existing barriers to trade, especially in the services area where many 
markets around the world still remain unliberalised. ■
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Foreign Investment in the UK

Foreign Direct Investment (FDl) has an important contribution to make to productivity 
growth in the UK, and to the grovyth of the economy as a whole. The UK has been, and 
continues to .be, a major beneficiary of and contributor to FDl flows in the EU, and it is 
crucially important that the UK continues to be an attractive location for inward direct 
investment. . ' .

The UK has a higher degree of inward and outward investment in relation to GDP than 
any of our major competitors, both in terms of outstanding stock and current flows. This 
puts the UK in a good position to. take advantage of increasing global trade, and to 
benefit rapidly from new developments, ideas and production techniques.

According to ONS figures released in December 2001, FDl Inflows reached :another 
record in 2000 of £77 billion (up from £54.4 billion in 1999), a clear vote of confidence 
in UK business conditions. According to UNCTAD, in 2000 the UK ranked third in the 
world at attrafcting inward investment. The UK has the highest stock of inward 
investment in the EU and the second highest in the world after the US. ,

EU-owned direct investment assets in the UK now exceed those from the US. 
According to ONS figures, 67 per cent of UK FDl inflows in 2000 came from the EU, 
compared with 18 per cent from the US. Almost 77 per cent of UK outward investment 
in 2000 went to the EU, compared with 18 per cent to the US. .
Overseas investors choose Britain for many reasons -  these include a flexible and 
adaptable workforce, good labour relations, low taxes, tolerance of other cultures, a 
respected legal system, inventive and creative people, language advantages, 
international outlook, open markets, commitinent to the EU and to lasting economic 
stability. The Government’s reduction of the main rate of corporation tax to 3d per cent, 
its lowest ever rate, will help to bolster the UK’s position as an attractive location for 
inward investment. . •
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ANNEX C
Defensive lines on local cross-media ownership

3. ■ You wanted to have an answer ready to those MPs concerned about the consolidation
of ownership in their constituencies. Belovy is an indication of what could happen in a 
local market if we adopt the proposals in the draft letter to the PM, accompanied by 
lines to take in response to criticism. There follow some further examples of what could 
happen in other local markets, and some lines to take on particularly isolated/poorly 

• served areas. . . • ’

Leicester

Local radio stations Leicester Sound fFM)
Sabras (AM)
Century 106 (FM, regional).

Local newspapers with more than 50% of the market, 

Regional TV . Central (Caritonl

Leicester Mercury (DMGT)

The proposals to allow newspaper or TV companies to own a radio station as long as 
there continued to be 3 owners plus the BBC would allow:

• DMGT to buy 1 station . . .
• Carlton to buy 1 station . ,

The other station (although it could be the smallest in terms of audience) would have 
to remain in separate hands, but the owner could be another newspaper or TV company.

At present Carlton may not own control more than 20% of the local newspaper market 
in its area. [If th is lim itw e re  raised to  40% they m ig h t own a M idlands pap e r o f  reasonable 
size (possibly the M ercury) as well as a radio s ta tion  in Leicester.]

3. Lines to take

- ,( The DMGT group, which owns the Leicester Mercury, will now be in complete control of 
local opinion in the area., .

Not so. These rules will prevent any company dominating the debate in any local area. The 
rules on the Cross-ownership of newspapers, television and radio stations ensure that there will 
always be at least 4 different sources of local content, news and opinion where a range of 
services exist. Of these one of the most irnportant and the most constant will be the BBC, but 
there will also be 3 distinct commercial operators.
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Any form of cross-rmedia ownership is dangerous, but at this sort of local level it couW ^e 
-disastfousi------------------------------------------------------ -

Cross-media ownership is not a bad thing in itself. It is good for local companies arid good for 
the local and national economy, offering economies of scope and scale which will create better 
products for the consumer. Cross-media ownership can and does already happen at the local 
level The changes we are making will simplify the rules, which at present are often difficult to 
understand and rely on subjective judgements. However we will retain a plurality of ownership 
that should ensure at least 3 different commercial voices are heard.

What is to stop local newspapers turning radio stations into mouthpieces for their editorial 
opinion?

There are rules that ensure all radio stations report news with ‘due accuracy and impartiality'. 
All local radio stations are also required to ensure that "due prominence" is not given to the 
views or opinions of particular persons or bodies. And furthermore there will always be at least 
2 other local radio stations to “keep them honest". -

This change will allow national newspaper groups like DMGT, which has a clear political 
agenda, to buy up swathes of the local media in an attempt to brainwash the population

Spme national newspaper groups already own large chains of local newspapers. The experience 
of such consolidation has been that, even in the local press, commercial logic has dictated that 
any editorial direction of news reporting has been tailored to local circumstances and local 
opinion, rather than mirroring the stance of any co-owned national paper. '
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Some other examples . .

4. Norwich

Local radio stations Classic Gold AM (Classic Gold Digital Ltd)
Broadland FM fCWR)

' Vibe FM (DMGT)

Local newspapers with over 50% of the market Norwich Evening News (Eastern
Counties Newspapers)

Regional ITV licence Anglia (Granada)

The proposals to allow newspaper or TV companies to own a radio station as long as 
there continued to be 3 owners plus the BBC would allow;

• Eastern Counties Newspapers to own a radio station
• Granada to own a radio station

DMGT would be restricted to the one station they already own. All the stations, could 
be owned by newspaper/TV companies. ■ . .

At present Granada may notown controlmorethan 20% ofthe local newspaper market 
in their area. [ I f  this lim itw e re  raised to  40%  they m igh t own a loca l paper o f  reasonable 
size in the Anglia area (possibly the Evening News?)  as w e ll as a radio sta tion  in N o rw ich .]

Inverness . .

Local radio stations Moray Firth FM (Scottish Radio Holdings)
Moray Firth AM (Scottish Radio Holdings)

Local newspaper owners with over 50% of the market Scottish Provincial Press

Regional ITV licensee Grampian (Scottish Media Group)

The proposals to allow newspaper or TV companies to own a radio station as long as 
there continued to be 3 owners plus the BBC would prevent either SMG, Scottish 
Provindal Press or any Scottish or UK national newspaper owning either of the radio 
stations. ‘

Moreover, if Scottish Radio Holdings wanted to sell the stations, no single buyer would 
be allowed to buy both, under the radio ownership rules that will make sure there are 
two owners in every area with two stations, whatever waveband they broadcast pn.

If the limit on SMG's local newspaper holdings were raised to 40%, they'd be able to buy 
more papers, but not as many as Scottish Provincial Press currently own.
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6 . Lines to take for isloated areas such as Inverness

Our area already has only two radio stations and they are both owned by the same 
company. Now that you're allowing newspapers and TV companies to buy radio stations, 
won't we be left with only one source of news and opinion?

No. No newspaper or TV company will be able to buy into the radio market in an area which 
has less than 3 stations. Moreover, the new radio ownership rules will mean that no new buyer 
will be able to own both radio stations in areas where only two exist.

What if SMG buy up all the local papers? Then we'll be left with only two voices.

No regional ITV licensee will be able to control more than [40%/20%] of the local newspaper 
market in the same area. This means that if ITV companies choose to buy into such markets, 
there will always be significant competition.. Whatever happens, 4 distinct sources of local 
news and opinion (including the'BBC) will continue to exist
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. . ANNEX D
A  note by the Radio Authority

Independent Local Radio cross-media ownership rules .

1. Current legislation .

1.1 Under present legislation, in addition to the nation-wide limits on accumulation of. 
licences (the 'points system'),,there are also limits which apply to concentration of ownership, 
and cross-media ownership, in individual localities.

1.2 At present, a.company may own one FM licence and one AM licence without any
regulatory interference. It may not own four licences in any locality, nor three licences on the 
same waveband in any locality. If it wishes to own two licences on either AM or FM (up to a 
maximum therefore of three licences in a locality) the Radio Authority (RAu) has to conduct a 
public.interest test, considering plurality of ownership an'diversity in the sources of news and 
expression of opinion. . ' ,

1.3 Current cross-media rules apply only between newspapers and ILR stations. ITV
companies are effectively excluded from owning a local ILR in their area. All qualifying cross
media purchases are subject to a public interest test which is wider than that for concentration 
of ownership, and looks at plurality and diversity, and in addition at the proper operation of the 
markets and economic benefit. ■

2. Radio Authority's proposed new rules

2.1 The RAu's proposals are that OFCOM shall ensure that there are at least three owners 
of ILR services in any locality plus the BBC, where there is a rnature radio market. We have 
proposed a mechanism for achieving this, through a local 'points' system. This systeVn would 
also be the basis for cross-media ownership between ILR and local television companies and 
Ipcal newspapers. We have proposed that, in any locality .where there are three stations or 
more, an overlapping newspaper or the regional ITV company could oWn at least one of them, 
provided there are at least tvyo other owners plus the BBC.

2.2 The number of ILR licences in any locality that could be cross-owned in this way would 
be simply governed by the local ‘points' formula for ILR concentration, of ownership.

3. Examples . .. . .

3.1 The local 'points' system means checking any potential acquisition against a detailed 
formula. The following general illustrations might be slightly affected by the position of smaller 
licences ort the periphery of a location, but they serve to show the general effect of the 
proposed new rules. An accurate 'before and after' comparison would involve working through 
the formula for each specific intended purchase. It would also involve to a degree guessing the 
outcome of the present, discretionary public interest test. Where such a, test has been 
conducted in the past, that is referred to in a note in italics, although there can be ho certainty 
that a test conducted at a later date would necessarily produce the same outcome. .
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3.2 Greater Manchester

ILR stations covering the whole area:

Galaxy 102 . .
Piccadilly Radio (AM) .
Key 103 (FM) . .
Lite AM . .
Jazz FM (regional)
Century FM (regional) . .

(There are in addition six smaller-coverage services.) . .

3.2.1 Under the proposed new rules, the Manchester Evening News (GMEN) would be able to
acquire any two of the six services (including regional licences) currently broadcasting 
to Manchester as a whole. Thereare currently four owners of commercial radio services. 
GMEN has not tested the existing rules'. . .

3.2.2 The same principles would apply to Granada Television.

3.3 Leicester .

ILR stations:

Leicester Sound (FM) .
Sabras (AM)
Century 106 (FM) (regional)

(There are in addition two smaller-coverage stations.)

3.3.1 Under the proposed new rules, in Leicester, where there are two pan-Leicester services 
. plus an East Midlands regional service, the Leicester Mercury (DMGT), which had

previously been prohibited from doing so, could own any one of the Leicester services 
but probably not the regional service.

3.3.2 The same principles would apply to Carlton Television. *

[Note: In 1996/7  DMGT, which owns the dom inant Leicester M ercury newspapers in Leicester, 
wanted to  buy Leicester Sound, which was a t tha t tim e the on ly  English-language ILR. The o ther ILR 
was Sabras, a predom inate ly Asian-language service. Under the  current p u b lic  in te rest test 
principles, the RAu proh ib ited the purchase. Since then, a new  regional service Century 106 also 
covers Leicester, and there are sm all scale stations in Loughborough and Hinckley. A fu rth e r  
regional service is also currently being applied fo r. Under the present rules i t  is unclear whether a 
new request from  DMGT to  purchase Leicester Sound w o u ld  o rw o u ld  n o t pass a pub lic in teresttest, 
n o t least as there are now  more stations.]

3.4.Greater London

ILR stations: . .

LBC1152(AM) '
News Direct (FM) . . •
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Capital FM
Capital Gold . .
Jazz FM . .
Spectrum (AM). .
Magic (FM)
KissFM ■
Sunrise Radio (AM)
Country 1035 (AM)
Virgin FM
Heart FM .
.Liberty Radio (AM)
Premier Radio (AM) '
XFM .

(The two separate Choice FM licences together effectively make one more London-wide ILR 
station. There are in addition many smaller-coverage stations in and around the locality.)

3.4.1 In London, where there are fifteen pan-London stations, the Evening Standard would be
restricted only by the radio concentration rules, as there would be many stations owned by 
other companies. This would mean that the Evening Standard (DMGT) could own theoretically 
seven or perhaps eighf radio stations. This would presumably be disallowed by the competition 
authorities, although Government might want to consider a 'cap' for the particular 
circumstances of London. .

3.4.2 The same principles would apply to the London ITV companies.

[N o te : In 1999, when Capital Radio w anted to  buy  XFM, a pub lic  in terest test was needed. I t  led  
to  agreement, and Capital now has the current rnaximum hold ing o f  tw o  FM stations (Capital FM 
and XFM) and one AM  (Capital G o ld).]
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~3.-5“Can ter bury  ̂ - - -

ILR stations: •

Invicta FM ’ ■
Capital Gold (AM) '
CTFM (Canterbury) .

3.5.1 The Kent Messenger is now, and would be on the new basis allowed to own one of these 
licences, provided the other were owned by someone else. The locality is too small for 
the three-plus-BBC rule to apply, and the RAu has suggested that localities of this size 
should be exempt from the general principle.

3.5.2 The same principles would apply to Meridian Television. .

[N o te : ThelLRstation in Canterbury, CTFM, was acquired by the Kent Messenger in  O ctobe r2001.
There are two othersta tionsin the area, Invicta FM and Capital Gold, bo th  ow ned by  Capital Radio.
The purchase passed the existing pub lic  in terest te s t]

Radio Authority

1 February 2002
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• . ANNEXE
Media ownership rules as they affect Scotland

Scotland is in most respects similar to any other area of the UK with respect to the effects 
of media ownership rules; . .

7. One company (of any European nationality) will be able to own all the Scottish ITV 
licences under our proposals. ,

8 . In individual local areas, plurality will be protected to a greater extent than at 
present by the proposed radio ownership rules, ensuring at least 3 different owners^ 
in every area with 3 or more stations.

4. A major difference isthat Scotland-wide papers are considered to be UK national papers,
and will be considered as such under the special regime for newspaper, mergers. However 
they are not large enough in circulation terms for any Scotland-only newspaper group to be 
affected by the cross-media ownership rules on national newspaper owners. . ,

5. From a Scotland-wide plurality perspective, the kty cross-media ownership rule at 
present is therefore that preventing jo int ownership of Channel 3 licences and radio licences 
in the same area. We propose removing this rule, so that one cpmpany could own all 
Scottish ITV licences and up to 44% of the commercial radio audience (or 22% of the total 
radio audience) within Scotland.

6 . However, the rules that act at local level affect Scottish communities in exactly the same
way as English ones, and should make sure there are at least 4 separate Voices (1 local 
newspaper, 1 different regional ITV company, at least one other local radio owner, and the 
BBC) in every area. .
In the North of Scotland there may be more communities with fewer media services in total 
- in these areas the rules on cross-ownership of local radio Stations will prevent any radio . 
ownership by newspaper or TV companies. .
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ANNEX F
-WF-UieREGiONAl PRESS^^AN-OVERVItW-

Products , . ,

The products of the UK newspaper industry may be divided into national, regional and local, 
daily and weekly, and free and paid-for titles. All have different audiences (though these 
may overlap). The terms ‘local' and 'regional' as used in the newspaper Industry are not well 
defined and are sometimes used interchangeably. Where a distinction is drawn, it  is usually 
by reference to the area of circulation (or distribution).

Current structure and recent trends ■

There are almost 1,300 regional and local newspapers in the UK today, including 25 
mornings (19 paid-for and one free), 74 evenings, 21 Sundays, 509 paid-for weeklies, and 
640 free newspapers. This compares with 17 mornings, 70 evenings, 10 Sundays, 448 paid- 
for weeklies and 722 frees in 1991. ' . ■

Circulation trends for regional and local newspapers are cpmplex and indicate long-term 
shifts in the focus of the industry. For dailies and Sundays, there has been a continuous 
long-term decline in circulation, most notably in the case of evening newspapers, whose 
circulations almost halved over the period between 1970 and 1999; Total circulation and 
distribution of regional and local newspapers increased strongly in the 1980s, however, an 
increase entirely accounted for by the huge growth in the distribution of advertising-funded 
free weeklies during this period. As a result, total circulation of all regional and local 
newspapers grew during the 1970s and 1980s, peaking in 1989. Since that time, however, 
distribution of free weeklies has declined each year with the exception of 1994 and 1999; 
over the period 1989 to  1999 the distribution of free weekly newspapers fell by around 32 
per cent, a steeper decline than that recorded for any of the categories of paid-for regional 
and local newspapers. Still, more than 41 m regional paid-for newspapers are sold and 35m 
free newspapers delivered every week .

The recent trend has been for the regional newspaper market to become more concentrated. 
The top five publishers increased their share of all regional and local newspapers from 
around 42 per cent in 1993, to around 68 per cent as of July 2000. The top 20 publishers 
now account for over 84% of all regional and local newspaper titles, and 96% of the total 
weekly audited circulation. The top 5 regional publishers are Trinity Mirror (present in 
Scotland, Wales, the Northeast, Midlands and Thames Valley), Newsquest (Yorkshire, South 
Wales, Southern England and the Southwest), Northcliffe (Northern Scotland, East Midlands, 
the Southwest,. Essex, Sussex and West Wales), Associated Newspapers (metropolitan . 
areas), and Johnston Press (East Midlands, the Northeast, East Anglia and the South coast).

Regional press is the second largest.advertising medium in the UK, after TV, taking £2,762m 
in 2000 -  around 19% of total ad spend. Regional and local newspapers rely to a greater 
extent on advertising revenue than is the case w ith national newspapers, with about 83 per 
cent of their revenue derived from this Source. In the case of the many free local and 
regional titles, pf course, revenue is derived solely from advertising.

Competition , .

Pressures on circulation come from a variety of sources. A range of alternatives exist for 
those seeking news and other editorial content, and those advertisers seeking outlets for
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advertisements. Alternative advertising media include cinema, roadside campaigns, 
mailshbts, and the internet, (though a number of key internet-based news sites are 
themselves newspaper owned). Some of these alternative advertising media are not in the 
same market as certain forms of newspaper advertising, however (for example, radio may be 
unsuitable for informational and display-type advertising). Paid-for titles compete with 
'frees' in the same area, and there has been a growth in recent years in advertising-only. 
media (which are a direct constraint on local and regional newspapers, and which do not 
qualify as 'newspapers' under the current regime). The future outlook is one of greater 
competition from the development of interactive digital TV and teletext.

In recent reports (for example 'Regional Independent Media Lirnited and Gannett UK/ 
Johnston Press/ Guardian Media Group'), the Competition Commission have indicated that 
they are prepared to allow very high concentrations of ownership of local and regional 
newspapers provided there are at least two other major publishers in adjacent areas. Partly 
this is because of growing and effective competition from other media. It also reflects the 
significant lowering of barriers to entry in recent years, particularly in the market for free 
local newspapers, with developments in desk-top publishing! For existing publishers also, - 
barriers to expansion into neighbouring markets for free and paid-for newspapers are now 
considered to be low. In recent reports the CC have also indicated that there.is a 
considerable commercial incentive for owners of regional newspapers to  allow the free 
expression of local opinion and to reflect local concerns. However, the CC have said that as 
concentration grows, each new consolidation must be subject to increasingly close scrutiny.

It is al^o important to remember that in some areas it  may only be financially Viable for 
there to be pne local newspaper. Because barriers to entry are low, however, this does not 
necessarily give rise to competition concerns as long as there remain two major publishers in 
adjacent areas. ' .

Competition Policy Directorate 1, 
DTI, .
1 February 2002
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To: '
.TSiTESSA JO m L L  —

ci: '
-----As lemaii lisT'

A N N E X G

From:

Jompetifion Policy Directorate 
Room 634 
1 Victoria Street

8 February 2002

REFORM OF THE NEWSPAPER REGIME: A ROLE FOR CITIZENS’ 
JURIES

Issue .

Ms Jowell asked for a note explaining the process by which a local newspaper transfer 
would be handled, incorporating the suggestion that OFCOM would be required to 
consult a local “Citizen’s Jury” before advising on a transfer of a local newspaper.

Timing

2 Urgent.' Ms Jowell and Mrs Hewitt are meeting at 11 am on Monday, 11
February. • .

Recommendation . .

3 I attach such a note for Ms Jowell’s and Mrs Hewitt’s consideration. Given that
the Citizens’ Jury proposal assumes a formal role for OFCOM, the note is based on 
the bespoke newspaper regime model (i.e. Option One in my submission of 4 
February). . .. .

Comment

4 If there is merit in a requirement for consideration to be given to the outcome 
of effective tests of local opiruon, it would in my view be much better to place the 
duty upon the Competition Commission (CC) rather than OFCOM, notwithstanding 
that the CC would not welcome it.. It is the CC which will carry out the in-depth 
investigation of a newspaper transfer (as it does on mergers more generally), 
assembling evidence and analysing it. It would be odd for this evidence to be added 
into the process separately from the main consideration of the issues and after the CC 
has given its account and recommendations. To the extent that evidence from a 
Citizen’s Jury were relevant and helpful, why should it not form part of the CC’s 
deliberations? And it would be odd for the Citizens’. Jury to comment in ignorance of 
the CC’s considered views. Finally, putting the step in at the OFCOM stage would 
make the whole process more protracted.
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5 That said, and as I explained at yesterday’s meeting, the CC has already
developed processes by which it seeks and analyses evidence and it has become 
increasingly transparent in the way that it works. I attach a note j&om the CC which ' 
among other things describes how it goes about a newspaper transfer case currently. 
You wiU note that the CC believes it is able to seek, obtain and evaluate pubhc views 
of the sort that might be forthcoming from a Citizens’ Jury in a structured and 
efficient manner. . ' . ' . '

6 ' I would also comment that it would be odd to single out in the legislation this
particular form of evidence gatherings perhaps especially as it may not be the most ^ 
relevant to the exercise. It cannot be expected to add much to the competition 
analysis. It may be of assistmce in gauging the local sentiments that were very 
relevant to the consideration of the Belfast Telegraph transfer, but that was a highly 
unusual case where anyway the CC’s advice fully reflected the local political ' 
sensitivies. ' • .

7 I recognise that your Secretaiy of State described the suggestion as “a fig leaf’,
and clearly the presentation of local issues is a matter of great interest to backbench 
MPs. I do hot believe that the proposal is of such significance to how the regime .
would operate that I would wish to recommend against it if it applied to the CG rather 
than OFCOM and if the benefits in terms of smoothing the passage of the legislation 
were judged to be significant. But it would be a rather odd legal requirement which . 
might.be seen as reflecting a lack of faith in the CC’s ability to conduct its 
investigations professionally. And you will wish to bear in mind the CC’s own 
opposition. .
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ANNEX H
-Tor - - - - - - -  - -  - -
SECRETARY OF STATE

From:

ci:
see attached list

n
Room 634 
1 Victoria Street

4 February 2002 '
c r  '  •

REFORM OF THE NEWSPAPER MERGER REGIME 

Issue .

Advice on reform to the system of regulation of newspaper transfers in the Fair . 
Trading Act 1973 following the joint DCMS/DTI Consultation on Media Ownership 
Rules. The reforms are to be included in the Communications BiU; it is not intended 
to ^ e n d  the current newspaper regime through the general refonh of merger control 
in the Enterprise Bill.

Timing

2 Urgent. Tessa Jowell is meeting officials tomorrow to discuss media 
ownership controls with a view to putting proposals on media ownership to the PM on 
Friday. Any views you have should therefore be fed id as soon as possible.

Recommendations ' • ,

3 That you consider which of the two procedural models outlined in Annex A you 
would prefer:

(i) Option One which provides a bespoke regime; . •

(ii) Option Two which applies to newspaper ownership the procedures for 
exceptional public interest” (EPI) merger c^es to be introduced by the

. Enterprise BiU

Option One would maintain a newspaper regime that is separate from the general 
merger^ regime.. Option Two would bring freedom of expression considerations in 
respect of newspapers within the general newspaper regime; this was one option 
floated in the consultation document. We do not advocate the other option floated 
there of separate consideration of the competition and plurality aspects of a newspaper 
merger, with the most negative solution prevailing. . '

4 Both options in Annex A could deliver the goals of a more streamlined and 
better targeted regulatory system which would still enable those cases which give rise 
to “plurality” concerns in the national or regional press to be tackled. Both provide . 
for the Competition Commission (CC) when requested to carry out full investigations
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of both the competition and plurahty aspects of newspaper transfers, with the final 
decisions being for Ministers. The key differences axe:

(a) the scope of the regime Option One would create a new quahfying 
threshold, applying to transfers affecting newspapers commonly 
circulated in at least a substantial part of the UK. Option Two would 
apply the standard merger threshold of where the target business had a 
turnover of £45 million or created or increased a share of supply of 
25% in the UK or a substantial part of it (we prefer these approaches 
to the criteria of circulation thresholds or day or days of publication 
suggested in the consultation document as ways to remove local 
newspapers from the regime).

(b) the role of OFCOM. Option One would provide a formal role and
• status for OFCOM in referring cases on plurality grounds to the CC, and

in commenting upon the CC’s analysis and recommendations. OFCOM 
could advise the Secreta^ of State at both stages under Option Two, but 

■ only informally. .

(c) the extent of Ministerial powers. Option Two provides Ministerial 
discretion to determine whether any plurality detriments would.arise 
from a transfer, what they are and how they are to be remedied. Such 
Ministerial discretion is of course appropriate for national security,' 
which is the only EPI to be specified in the Enterprise Bill. Option One 
provides scope for limiting the discretion: for example, by providing that 
if  the CC and OFCOM identify no detriments Ministers have no powers 
to intervene, or by more generally restricting their powers to remedying 
the specific detriments identified by the CC.

5 Under both options . ,

(a) there would be no requirement for the prior approval of the Secretary 
of State to newspaper transfers, nor as a corollary would there then be 
any criminal sanctions. Parties could complete transfers, but at the risk 
that Ministers might subsequently order divestment or other remedies;

(b) the regime would apply to all acquisitions of such newspapers,
irrespective of whether the acquirer is a current UK newspaper 
proprietor; .

(e) both a specific competition test (along Enterprise Bill lines) and a
plurality test (perhaps involving consideration of the preservation or 
promotion of significant shades of opinions, freedom of expression 

. and the accurate presentation of news) would be applied. However, 
in Option Two competition considerations could not be assessed by the 
CC if the DGFT had not raised such concerns (but the transfer had been 

. referred on plurality grounds)-it could be argued this would avoid 
, unnecessary assessment. In Option One the CC could look at

competition even if OFCOM had made the Reference (on the grounds
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that concentration of the^arl^t is cenhal to assessing cectdn^plurality _ _ 
'  concerhs). ' . .

The propositions at (a) and (b) would be very different from the current special 
newspaper regime regime; (c) would be formally so, but in practice the tests would be 
similar to those currently applied.

Background

6 Attached at Annex B is an extract froin the consultation document concerning 
the Press. It describes the present regime, against which you will wish to consider 
these recommendations, sets out the case for retaining special merger provisions for 
newspaper transfers whilst rationalising and targeting the regime, and identifies the 
areas in which we are considering reforms. Comments were particularly sought on

• ’ the merits of taking local newspapers out of the regime, and if so how this should
bedone; ,

• whether the requirement for the Secretary of State’s prior written consent for 
transfers to proceed on pain of nullity and crirrunal sanctions was still appropriate;

• whether the regime should apply to non-newspaper proprietors acquiring a title;
.and '

• \  .

• whether the restrictions on transfers of newspapers assets should be relaxed (the
latter is a technical issue on which decisions do not need to be taken now: we will 
furnish advice on it at a later date).' .

As you will see, the consultation document also put forward two procedural models, 
one involving separate consideration of competition and freedom of expression issues 
with the most negative prevailing, the other modelled on the EPI gateway regime in 
the Enterprise Bill. Both contemplated a role for OFCOM in advising on freedom of 
expression issues. , .

7 A precis^of the main comments on the newspaper regime is. at Aimex C.
Althou^ the Newspaper Society has yet to give a formal response to the. consultation 
document-it is still coiisulting its m em hers-a number of major newspaper ’ •
businesses such as News Intemational, Associated Newspapers and Trinity Mirror 
have done so. Their firm view, with the exceptiori of the Guardian Media Group, is 
that special treatment of transfer of newspaper transfers is no longer justified, if it 
ever was, and that such arrangements should fall to be considered on competition 
grounds under the general merger.regime. Most reluctantly recognise that the 
Government does intend to continue to treat newspaper transfers differently (a policy 
endorsed by the way by several non-newspapa: consultees who gave a view on tins 
issue). In cormnenting on the particular options they argue that .

• there should.be no requirement for prior approval; .

• local titles should be taken out of any continuing special newspaper regime;
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• any such regime should apply equally to non-newspapq: proprietors; generally the 
EPI/Enterprise Bill procedural model is favoured;

• the Competition Commission should continue to be the body responsible for
advising on any freedom of expression issues arising form newspaper transfers; 
with the exception again of the. Guardian, they are wary of giving a role to 
OFCOM, partly because of its lack of expertise in newspaper matters and partly 
because of one part of its heritage as a detailed regulator of media content, which 
they see as a potential threat to press freedom. .

Argument .

Removing loca l titles

8 Local titles constitute a high proportion of the many cases considered under 
the current regime. Few proposed newspaper transfers are found on investigation to 
be likely to operate against the public interest; of those few cases where Ministers 
have acted to address freedom of expression concerns arising out of proposed 
transfers, norie has involved a local title. Removing local titles from the regime is 
therefore central to creating a more streamlined, better targeted and yet effective 
regime.

9 The difficulty has been defining the scope of regime so as only to catch
national and regional titles. ,

10 ■ The present regime operates on the basis of paid-for circulation thresholds and 
tire most obvious way of differentiating national/regional titles from local ones would 
be to use such criteria; the newspaper consultees generally recommend the regime 
should only catch titles with a paid-for circulation of 100,000 copies. The difficiilty

. here is that any threshold is arbitrary and is unlikely to be effective in catching all that 
we would wish to catch (for example M etro  would not be caught by this test; free 
newspapers may well become increasingly significant). Other possibilities raised in 
the consultation document seem equally lacking in an intellectual basis (eg basing the 
regime on the day or days of publicatioii) or be difficult to enforce.

11 However, the precision of the approach in the present regime is chiefly 
important because of the heed to be absolutely smre at the outset whether a newspaper 
transfer is caught: the consequence of getting this wrong are inyalidity of the contracts 
and criminal sanctions. If, as we recommend, these are removed, a change-of 
approach becomes more credible. Moreover, the danger of precision is a lack of 
flexibility to deal with changmg markets and technology.

12 In conceptual and drafting terms, it seems best to focus on what, as commonly 
understood, differentiates national/regional titles from local newspaper titles: that is, 
that they serve different kinds of geographical areas. A better approach therefore 
seems to be to provide that the titles we seek to catch are those which are commonly 
circulated in a geographically significant area, such as at least a substantial part of the 
United Kingdom.
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13 It would be possible to play with other, similar formulation (“a significant 
~^aH’7)TIbwe'v^f,feTereiK:e toTa’substanfial part'df the UK already con^tutes”the . ”

basic entry point to the UK general merger regime and has been helpfully interpreted 
by the courts. The jurisprudence is that while there can be no fixed definition, an area 
must be of such size, character and importance as to make it worth consideration for 
the purpose of the regulatory system. Factors which have been taken into account in 
the past have iacluded its social, political, economic, financial and geographic 
significance, and whether it has any particular characteristics that might render it 
special or significant. Such factors would seem to be amenable to covering eg parts 
of Northern Ireland, Scotland and other areas where community voice issues would 
properly be a matter of concern. As it is, the competition authorities have been able to 

. focus on quite small areas where appropriate -  for example, in the case of radio, 
broadcasting, they have defined Peterborough, Norwich and Cambridge each as being 

• a .substantial part of the UK. ■ . ^

14 Such factors could be left to the courts to adopt or alternatively be specified in 
the legislation. It would also be possible to provide for OFT or OFCOM to make a 
reference where they believed the circulation met the test. It could then be left for CC 
to investigate and rule definitively and as a matter of law whether the geographic test 
was met, thus settling whether the additional plmrality test would apply to the transfer.

15 Alternatively, the EPI system would also enable newspaper transfers affecting
a market within the UK to be looked at. It woidd provide jurisdictional tests which 
align the treatment of newspapers with other sectors of the economy and would do so 
by concenttating on key economic criteria. If the concern were more generally 
plurality and the more pure interests of regional voice, the Option One version might 
be better and would be more straightforward. .

Nullity o f  the transfer and criminal sanctions

16 The provisions for prior approval and criminal sanctions were iacluded when
the newspaper regime was put in place in 1965 because of a fear that irreparable 
damage could be done to a newspaper by an iuappropriate owner before action could 
be taken by Ministers to prevent the transfer. That now seems a tittle far-fetched and 
may also underestimate the financial self-iaterest of any purchaser. In any case, the 
general merger regime contains powers, which are occasionally exercised, enabting 
Ministers to prevent an acquiring company from exercising control over the onQ it has 
purchased, or integrating the companies: that seems to achieve aU that needs to be 
done to mee’t any concern here. .

17 This would make it easier for newspaper owners to act swiftly in reaching 
transfer deals, and would level the playing field compared to the present situation in 
which only current proprietors of UK newspapers are subject to the regime. An 
alternative way of doing this raised in the consultation would be to apply the regime 
to all transfers. We anyway recommend extending the regime to cover all 
acquisitions: it seem to us that, for example, a magazine proprietor or a foreign 
newspaper proprietor could have interfered on editorial grounds that might warrant 
investigation were he or she to acquire a UK newspaper. Moreover, this wpuld be 
desirable for enforceability reasons. The lack of equivalent coverage for new 
acquisitions giving rise to an equivalent market share is likely to cause ECHR •
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difficulties. It is hard to argue that blocking a merger is the least intrusive way to 
protect the public interest if it is not considered necessary to block a person acquiring 
a similar interestrfe novo. And in terms of the overall balance of the package, this 
seems a reasonable quid pro  quo for relaxing controls over local newspapers.

Procedure

18 The procedural option in the consultation document of separate consideration
of plurality and competition was not supported by consultees, was not our own ' 
preference and we suggest it be disc^ded. Adopting the iEnteiprise Bill (EPI) model 
would flag up a shift fi:om the current bmdensorhe regime to one where intervention 
would be “exceptional”. The ready made procedme could be presented as more 
streamlined than a proliferation of separate regimes. However, in the particular 
circumstances of the newspaper regime, we have provided a revised version for you to 
consider. This seeks to cover issues raised by the role of OFCOM and Ministerial. . 
powers.. • •

OFCOM  .

19 The industry is wary of OFCOM. Notwithstanding that, OFCOM needs to
build up its expertise in newspapers because of its involvement in cross-media 
regulation; giving it a role in the newspaper regime can only help achieve that task. 
Furthermore, we have heard criticisms that the Competition Commission has been too 
relaxed and malleable in its role in assessing newspaper mergers under the current 
regime; this has not exactly been rebutted by the industry’s own preference for the 
Competition Commission over OFCOM. Whilst we would not accept those 
criticisms, a role for OFCOM would be a useful counter-balance. Again, in terms of 
the overall package, it does balance some significant gains for the industry. How . 
formal the role should be is a nice judgement. .

Ministerial powers ,

20 The consultation document said, at paragraph 6.4.15, ‘... ..a crucial question is .
the extent to which Ministers should have a role in the process. There is a case for 
removing from party politicians powers designed to regulate freedom of expression 
and pTurahsm within a medium so central to political discourse. On the pther hand, 
there is a view that, precisely because these powers are so pohtically sensitive, they 
should be exercised not by unelected officials but by Ministers answerable to 
Parhament, We suggest that Ministers could take the final decisions, acting on the 
advice of the regulators, but we would be ^atefiil if  comments on our proposals could 
address this question’. ‘ •

20 Consultees (with the notable exception of Associated Newspapers) did
generally support Ministers exercising the powers and we have so provided in both 
procedural options. In the fight of the considerations raised in the consultation paper, 
you may wish to consider whether there is a case for fettering Ministerial powers in 
the ways suggested under Option One. .

The P lu ra lity  Test
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21 There are a number of philosophical questions revolving around the precise 
“nature ofthe'pluralitylestfor newspapers to be applied; imadditioirto-a competition' 
test, under the new regime, and the suggestion we have put to you in paragraph 5 (c) 
above does not resolve them. Each of the objectives there is open to doubt — for 
example, freedom of expression is only putting one person’s freedom (presumably the 
editor’s) above another’s (the owner’s); views on what is the truth in the news will 
vary; freedom of expression and a requirement for so-called accurate presentatipn of 
news are inherently at odds; all of these points have greater force given that we have a 
polemical press; indeed, arguably current owners' would not be able to meet these 
tests, but a variety of views are nevertheless able to find expression. However, 
looking at it pragmatically, the CC has been able to come to some sensible and useful 
judgements on the basis of the current pubhc interest test which highlights the 
accuracy of presentation of hews and freedom of expression and we suggest that these 
remain at the core of the test. The other useful element seems to be the preservation or 
promotion of certain particular shades of opioion as evidenced by the decisions on the 
Belfast Telegraph in the light of the nationalist/unionist divide. But doubtless thinking 
on this will have to be further refined as we move to detailed drafting.
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ANNEXA ■ • , ■ ■

OPTION ONE

1 The DGFT would be able to refer a trmsfer over which he had competition 
concerns to the Competition Commission, within a set period from the later of the 
completion of the transfer or its pubhcation, OFCOM would be able to refer any 
remaining cases over which it had “plurality” concerns by a shghtly later timescale.

2 The Cornpetition Commission would assess the transfer(s) on competition and 
plurality grounds. If  they found no detriments to the transfer on both grounds, and 
OFCOM consented, the transfers would be cleared. If they found detriments on either 
or both grounds, they would so advise the Secretary of State and recommend remedies 
which, would cure the probleru.

3 The DGFT would be reqxured to advise on the competition aspects of the CC’s 
case, and OFCOM on the plurahty aspects. Decisions would be for the Secretary of 
State, but would be restricted to remedying the identified detriments.

OPTION TWO

1 The SoS would be able to intervene in any case that raised issues concerning 
the plurahty of newspapers. The DGFT would advise the SoS on the competition 
aspects of the case, and the SoS could seek OFCOM’s advice on the plurahty issues. 
The reference decision would rest with the SoS.

2 The CC would assess the transfer(s) on competition and plurahty grounds (if 
the DGFT had raised competition concerns) or on plurahty_grauiids_alQii6j^flIie.
DGFT had concluded that the transfer would not result in a substantial lessening of 
competition). On receipt of the CC’s report, the ultimate decisions (on whether the 
merger was in the public interest and, if not, what remedies should be imposed) would 
be for the SoS.
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ANNEX B -  Extract from Media Ownership Consultation Document

The Press

6.4.1 We promised in the White Paper to consider a lighter touch approach to .
newspaper mergers. . ’
6.4.2 Ownership of the Press has long been treated as a special case. Under the Fair
Trading Act 1973, most newspaper mergers are subject to a stricter regime than . 
general mergers. In all cases, a newspaper transfer which meets the circulation 
thresholds for the special regime will be null and void if it proceeds before the .
Secretary of State’s written consent has been obtained. Qualifying newspaper 
transfers are also subject to a mandatory reference to the Competition 
Commission (which will provide the Secretary of State with advice following a . 
thorough investigation) except in limited and specified circumstances involving cases 
where a title is not economic as a going concern or has a daily, paid-for circulation of 
not more than 50,000. •
6.4.3 The rationale for the introduction of the special regime in 1965, following a 
Royal Commission on the Press, was that control of the Press was a matter of 
particular pubhc sensitivity, and that the increasing concentration of newspaper 
ownership in too few hands could stifle the expression of opinion and argument, and 
distort the presentation of news. In the light of these concerns, newspaper transfers are 
judged against a public interest test which specifically requhes the competition 
authorities to take into account the need for accurate presentation of news and free 
expression of opinion. The statutory provisions do not seek to prescribe any 
particular limit on concentration, or impose any requirement for impartiahty.
6.4.4 This regime has imposed significant costs on the industry and yet, out of 172 
cases considered by the Secretary of State since 1980; only three have been refused 
and five given approval subject to conditions. It is not clear how significant a role the

• regime has played in preserving day-to-day freedom of expression by, for instance, 
preventing the tablmg of contentious merger bids. Nevertheless, there have been a 
small number of significant cases, all concerning national or regional titles, where the 
Government has acted to address freedom of expression concerns, such as editorial 
independence and community voice. This suggests .that there continues to be . 
a role for the regime, but that it could be rationalised and better targeted.
6.4.5 We therefore reject the view of those who suggest that the regime.should be
completely abandoned and newspaper ownership'left to be regulated by normal 
competition law. It is possible that competition concerns over further concentration in 
the national press could lead to decisions by the competition authorities which 
ensured a minimum number players in the national market. However, we cannot 
forecast the degree of plurality which would be delivered by pure competition ’
analysis. In addition, as demonstrated by cases the Competition Comrqission has ’ 
addressed, acquisitions of key* regional titles may raise concerns over local or 
regional community voice which might not be addressed by ensuring a minimum 
number of owners at national ley el.
6.4.6 As outlined earlier in this document, the case for media-specific regulation 
remains strong on democratic grounds -  if anything, particularly so for the Press, who 
often consider themselves to be opinion-formers as much as conveyors of news. Some 
Ught touch regulation of newspaper ownership will therefore be required. We put 
forward below our own suggestions on how the current regime might be reformed, 
and invite views. We raise several issues concerning the scope of the regime which
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might be addressed by any reform, and we put forward two options as to the 
procedures which irdght be followed. • ,
6.4.7 One possibility to lighten the burden of the regime would be to remove regime 
local newspapers from its renut entirely. Local issues can be matters of considerable 
interest and controversy, and we recognise the genuine public interest in their accurate 
presentation. On the other hand, the burden of complying with the regime seems ■ • 
particularly disproportionate in relation to the acquisition of local newspapers. 
Furthermore, in no case has the Competition Commission found that the acquisition 
of purely local newspaper titles would be against the public interest on freedom of 
expression grounds. In recent years the Commission has taken the view that to, 
maiutain or increase circulation, local (and regional) newspapers must reflect
the views and concerns of readers in their area, and local editors are best placed to 
judge the interests of those readers. (It is also the case that some local free and some 
paid-for papers lack significant editorial content.) On this basis, and taking into 
account competition for advertising and the potential for new entry. Ministers have 
been prepared to accept very h i^  concentrations of local newspaper titles imder the 
current newspaper regime. .
6.4.8 A key consideration is whether a satisfactory definition of local newspapers 
could be found. Many local newspapers, being free, do not have paid-for circulation 
figures which are the basis of the current thresholds.. It might be possible simply to 
exclude all titles with limited circulation or production. Share of supply or gross 
assets thresholds might be adopted, as in the general merger regime, or a new turnover 
threshold might be introduced. Our proposals for reforming the general merger regime 
involve retaining the 25% share of supply test but replacing the assets, test with a 
turnover threshold of £45 milhon. One possibility might be to retain the existing • 
quafifying thresholds but exclude from the regime titles that are only pubhshed 
weekly, or less frequently than weekly, unless they are pubhshed on a Sunday.
6.4.9 One feature of the newspaper regime which we might reconsider in any reform 
is that it applies not only to newspapers but also to.newspaper assets i.e. those 
necessary to the continuation of a newspaper as a separate newspaper. With changes 
in technology, business organisation and advertising techniques, it may be that some 
revision to the scope of the controls in relation to assets would be sensible.
6.4.10 Another difference between the general merger regime and the newspaper
regime is that only the latter is underpinned by criminal sanctions. These have never 
been used. This may suggest that they are effective in operation. However, it may ' 
well be that insofar as additional sanctions are appropriate for newspaper acquisitions 
(and we raise below the issue of whether the two regimes might be brought closer 
together on level playing field grormds) the sanction that the transfer is null and void 
is sufficient and there has been no need for a criminal regime. .
6.4.11 We also need to consider to whom the regime should apply. At present parties 
Who are not already UK new^aper proprietors are not caught by the special

. newspaper provisions but are considered imder the general merger regime. They may 
complete a transaction before regulatory clearance is obtained, putting them at a clear 
commercial advantage. The more de-regulatory approach might be to align the regime 
with the general merger regime to allow parties to proceed with a merger but at the 
risk that the authorities will require them to divest the acquisition or impose 
conditions. An ^temative approach which would level the playing field would be to 
include in the regime all quahfying acquisitions regardless of whether they were by an 
existing newspaper proprietor. This would help meet concerns that issues of editorial 
content and freedom of expression are a pubHc pbhcy matter whoever is the acquirer.
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6.4.12 Turning to the question of how a reformed newspaper regime might operate,
‘ theTjovefnihehfis cohsiden^l\TO”alto options.

6.4.13 Under the first, the regime might be reformed to give OF COM the duty of .
assessing whether a particular newspaper transfer would compromise the accurate 
presentation of news and free expression of opinion. OFCOM could advise the 
Secretary of State oh whether to prohibit the merger or subject it to conditions on 
“fireedom of expression” grounds. The independent competition authorities (the 
Director General of Fair Trading and the Competition Commission under the 
prpposed merger reforms in the forthcoming Enterprise Bill) would separately assess 
the merger on competition grounds. Proposed mergers would have to clear both 
hurdles.. .
6.4.14 An alternative process could be based on the creation of art exceptional public
interest gateway under the reformed general merger regime, so that the Secretary of 
State could call in any qualifying newspaper merger case which gave rise to fireedom 
of expression concerns. OFCOM might have the role of advising the Secretary of 
State on fireedom of expression issues in such cases. The Director General of Fair. 
Trading would advise the Secretary of State on the competition issues. The Secretary 
of State would be the ultimate decision maker. . •
6.4.15 In considering these alternatives, a cmcial question is the extent to which 
Ministers should have a role in the process. There is a c^e for removing from party 
politicians powers designed to regulate freedom of expression and pluralism within a 
medium so ceiitral to political discourse. On the other hand, there is a view that, 
precisely because these powers are so politically sensitive, they should be exercised 
not by unelected officials but by Ministers answerable to Parliament. We suggest that 
Ministers could take the final decisions, acting on the advice of the regulators, but we 
wouldbe grateful if comments on our proposals could address this question.
X in  O ptions:
• The specia l newspaper regim e could  be re fo rm ed  to give O F C O M  the duty o f
assessing whether a p a rt ic u la r  newspaper tra n s fe r w ou ld  com prom ise the accurate  
presen ta tion  o f  news and fre e  expression o f  op in ion . O F C O M  w ou ld  advise the  
Secretary o f  State on whether to p ro h ib it  the m erger o r subject i t  to cond itions on  
‘ freedom  o f  expression”  grounds. The independent com petition au thorities  (the  
D ire c to r  G eneral o f  F a ir  T rad ing  and the C om petition  Commission under the 
proposed m erger reform s in  the fo rth c o m in g  E n te rp rise  B il l )  w o u ld  separately 
assess the m erger on com petition grounds. * '
• A n  alternative process cou ld  involve the repea t o f  the special newspaper 
prov is ions. A n  exceptional p u b lic  interest gatew ay under the re fo rm ed g e n e ra l 
m erger regim e w ou ld  be created, so tha t the Secretary o f  State cou ld  c a ll in  any  
newspaper m erger case w h ich  gave rise to fre e d o m  o f  expression concerns.
O F C O M  co u ld  have the ro le  o f  advising the Secretary o f  State on freedom  o f  
expression issues in  such cases. The D ire c to r G enera l o f  F a ir  T rad ing  w ou ld  advise 
the Secretary o f  State on the com petition issues. The Secretary o f  State w o u ld  be the  
ultim ate.decis ion maker. I f  e ither option were to be adopted, w e  inv ite  views on : .
• the  m erits  o f  tak ing  loca l titles  ou t o f  the newspaper regime. I n  p a rticu la r, we 
w o u ld  welcome suggestions as to how “ lo c a l”  sh o u ld  be defined f o r  th is  purpose;
• the  m erits o f  extending the newspaper regim e to a l l  q u a lijy in g  acquisitions,
regardless o f  whether the p o te n tia l ow ner is an ex is ting  newspaper p ro p rie to r o r  
n o t; .
• w hether the scope o f  contro ls  should be revised in  re la tion  to newspaper assets;

■ • w he the r i t  is appropriate to reta in the c r im in a l sanctions tha t underp in  the regime.
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ANNEX C . ,■ ■ ■ ■

Trinity Mirror

Believes the special provisions should be repealed and newspapers subject to general 
merger control. If  this is not accepted, argue strongly against a role for OFCOM, 
which is not well-placed to decide over freedom of expression and editorial 
independence. Put forward 2 procedural options * ■

First option should be left to the CC and a panel of civil servants. Should be no prior 
consent for newspaper transfers but a discretionary involvement by the Secretary of 
State. The threshold for falling within the discretionary regime should be a paid for 
circulation of 100,000 and should only apply, as now, to transfers to a current . 
newspaper proprietor whose combined circulation is at least 500,000. Criminal 
sanctions should be repealed. Second option. Prior consent is required but regime 
then applies to all purchasers where paid-for circulation is 100,000. Alternatively, 
Secretary of State could publish list, amendable by statutory instrument, of the 
newspapers to which the regiine would apply.

Guardian Media Group

Supports a special newspaper merger regime. Supports the model of an exceptional 
public interest gateway with a role for OFCOM. B eh eves the regime should only 
apply to national titles, since local titles are not subject to political pressure and must 
concentrate on local issues, but local titles should be caught only if one of following 
criteria fulfilled;

(i) paid for circulation is below 1000,000 copies;

(ii) the newspaper is a weekly; and

(iii) there is no newspaper group with a hub within 154 hours driving
distance of that market’s heartland. The regime should apply to all 
acquisitions. . . •

News International

Newspaper transfers should be subject to general merger law. There is no meaningfiil 
difference between an effectively competitive market place and an effectively 
plurahstic one. Supports neither procedural option. A role for OFCOM is wrong: it 
would be a finther regulatory hurdle and by putting a regulation .in the business of 
deciding the accuracy of newspaper reporting would threaten press freedom. It also 
has no relevant experience. On specific questions, there is no need to control 
newspaper assets; criminal sanctions should be abolished; foreign or UK non
newspaper purchases should not be exempt; and on local newspapers, the 
considerations relevant to a policy for a local market are the same as those relevant at 
a national or regional level. ’ ' .

Associated Newspapers
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A special regime is not required. However, AlSf Accepts the Government’s reluctance 
to remove the special regime entirely. Ex post facto control is now the appropriate 
way to govern newspaper acquisitions. Any regime should apply whoever the 
acquirer. Review should be by the CC: it’s difficult to see what skills OFCOM Would 
have. The poHtical element should be reviewed: there should be no role for the 
Secretary of State. Supports a combination of the procedural models: an ex;ceptional 
pubhc interest gateway with the decision being by the CC (given its newspaper 
expertise). If the Secretary of State is to have a role, she should be required to put her 
concerns pubHcly to the CC, so it can assess and comment upon them. Local 
newspapers (those with limited circulation) should he removed from the regime as 
should newspaper assets; criminal sanctions should be removed. .

Campaign for Press &  Broadcasting Freedom (CPBF)

National:

No national press mergers have been disallowed. Puzzled therefore as to what a 
fighter touch approach to newspaper mergers might irivolve. Agree that special 
newspaper regime should not be abandoned in favour of regulation by normal 
competition law. .

Local & Regionalr . •

Huge publishing groups with regional monopolies mean many newspapers are ‘local 
in name only’. Consolidation was allowed to proceed largely without consideration 
under newspaper regime. Note costs and delays of present regime, and note anomaly 
whereby larger owners are able to acquire titles without consideration by CC, 
Nevertheless CPBF strongly against any changes in current regime, of reference to.CC 
for local/regional transfers. Supports process outlined in 6.4.14 and its application to 
national, regional and local titles. Extend regime to all acquisitions, regardless of 
whether they’re by existing proprietors. . .

Stirling Media Research Institute \

Increasing newspaper concentration a matter of course, given role as source of news 
and setting public debate agenda. Regulatory regime should be more effective 
curbing fconcentrations. Upper restrictions on newspaper ownership should be
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introduced as per TV, e.g. 20% share of total UK national daily market. Agree that it 
should be OFCOM to assess transfer, not politicians. OFCOM should look at 
accurate presentation, free expression etc, while competition authorities look at 
competition.

ITC
• • I

Favoxjrs reformed version of special regime process rather than special ‘call in power’ 
-  want more transparency, predictability than this would give. SoS should retain final 
say on ‘fireedom of expression,’ , grounds -  democratically accmmtable. Welcomes 
proposed role for OFCOM on advising on this.

Mediawatch

Agree with 6.4.13 on role of OFCOM in assessing accurate presentation etc. Agree 
with 6.4.15 that answerable Ministers should exercise moderating influence, on advise 
of regulators, to safeguard public interest. .

Scottish Advisory Committee on Telecommunications .

Agree that provisions are needed above competition law. Want ultimate decision to 
rest with SoS, but don’t want process ‘politicised’ too early. Therefore favour first 
option, with OFCOM assessing and making recommendations. SoS must be . 
transparent as to reasoning. Local newspapers should be excluded (if satisfactorily 
defined). Regime should be applied to newspaper assets. Regime should apply to 
those who aren’t already proprietors. Strong case for dropping criminal sanctions.

ISBA (British Advertisers) .

All newspapers should be regulated by similar mles to TV and radio, not a specific 
regime. Current controls disproportionate. Challenge the assumption of the particular 
influence of newspapers. ’

National Conncil of Women of Great Britain ,

Concern at limitation of accurate presentation and free expression - Murdoch’s "  
influence especially small local newspapers should be protected firom being swamped 
by very large papers. .
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Cl

DTI

Outside DTI

SoS Culture, Media and Sport

rew Ramsey DCMt 
Diana, Kahn DCMS

Ruth Mackenzie DCMS 
BiU Bush DCMS
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f lo w c h a rt illu s tra tin g  process fo r h a n d lin g  new spaper tra n s fe rs  in  hesphkp. rp ^ im p

Step 1: OFT or OFCOM receive notification or request 
infomiation about a newspaper transfer from parties

3: OFT/OFCOM decide OFT refers case to CC on OFCOM refers case to
not to refer case: 
transfer cleared

competition grounds CC on plurality, grounds

Step 8: CC investigates 
transfer and reports to 
SoS

Step 11: OFT negotiates and SoS 
approves uiidertakings
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COMPARISON OF REGULATORY BURDEN

C u rre n t P ro v is io n

Newspaper regim e applies to a ll 
newspaper transfers i f  both 
companies have newspaper 
interests and pa id  fo r c ircu la tion  
o f a ll newspapers invo lve d  is
500,000 or m ore (i.e. i t  catches 
even sm all loca l newspapers 
acquired b y  a large newspaper 
group).

Newspaper proprie tors subject to 
the newspaper regim e cannot 
e ffect a newspaper transfer 
w ith o u t the w ritte n  consent o f  the 
SoS.

P roposed N ew  P ro v is io n

N ew  regim e o n ly  applies w here the 
newspaper(s) in  question c ircu la te  
in  a s ign ifica n t pa rt o f  the U K , o r 
otherw ise meets the m erger , 
thresholds (bu t N .B . reg im e goes 
w id e r in  that i t  catches acquisitions 
b y  non-newspaper p rop rie to rs  and 
b y  sm a lle r newspaper p roprie to rs).

Parties cou ld  com plete a transfe r 
bu t at the ris k  tha t SoS m ig h t 
subsequently order d ivestm ent o r 
im pose conditions. .

A ll newspaper transfers subject to 
the regim e m ust be re ferred to  the 
CC fo r investiga tion  unless pa id  
fo r c ircu la tio n  be low  50,000 o r 
the newspaper is no t econom ic as 
a go ing  concern and the case is 
urgent, in  w h ich  case SoS m ay 
consent to transfer w ith o u t CC 
reference (also, she m ust do so i f  
the newspaper is no t a going 
concern and is no t to continue as 
a separate newspaper a fte r the 
transfe r). .

P urported tra n s fe r.o f a 
newspaper, and breach o f 
cond itions im posed b y  the SoS, 
are c rim in a l offences punishable 
by  im prisonm ent up to 2 year? 
and a fine .

Newspaper transfers w o u ld  o n ly  be 
re fe rred  i f  O FT had com pe titio n  
concerns (o r O FC O M  p lu ra lity  
concerns).

Parties can com plete transfers. 
C ond itions im posed on a transfer 
w o u ld  be enforced b y  a cou rt -  
fa ilu re  to  com p ly  w ith  a cou rt order 
w o u ld  be a contem pt o f  court.
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-DT+€0MMENTS-0N-THENEWSPAPERSOeiETY'S-CONSUtTATiON-RESPONSE-------------

Anytransferofanytitlebetw eennew spaperpublishersthatisnotsubjectto thespedalFTAregim e  
a t present should no t be caught by the new regime. .

We would not necessarily or by principle deliver this, because the current regime only covers 
transfers where the total paid-for circulation of the newspapers owned by a proprietor together 
with those it is proposed to transfer is 500,000 copies or rriore. The revised regime could also 
cover smaller proprietors (and also those who are not currently newspaper proprietors).

However, in practice only significant cases should be caught in the first place and then only 
those which raised competition or pluralityconcernswould be subject to detailed investigation, 
so the reforrhed regime would be inherently more targeted.

It may be worth adding, not least because the industry does not recognise the fact or chooses 
to ignore it, that because the existing general merger regime assesses mergers (including 
newspaper transfers not covered by the special newspaper regime) against a wide public 
interest test, it has always been possible in principle to consider such transfers against the 
plurality and freedom of expression tests which are, with competition, the focus of the 
consideration of transfers under the special newspaper regime (the real differences, then, 
between the general merger regifne and the special newspaper mergers regime lie not in the 
tests but the more extensive controls in the special newspaper regime -  prior written consent, 
usually mandatory reference to the CC, criminal sanctions etc-all of which we propose to do 
away with). But this wider public interest test would be replaced by a competition test in the 
Enterprise Bill; so in response widening the coverage in principle of the newspaper transfer 
regime seems right, once it is accepted that newspaper transfers are different.

Any new  regime m ust no t introduce fu rth e r layers o f  regulation

This is so vyidely and imprecisely defined by the Newspaper Society that it is difficult to be 
absolute in rebutting it, but I have no good reason to predict further costs or hurdles as they 
have defined them -  save for a role for OFCOM, on which see below. On the whole, the 
proposed changes are clearly deregulatory.

Regional and local.newspapers should be excluded fro m  any special regime.

We would not deliver this. Some small local newspapers should be taken out but significant 
regional or local newspapers would continue to be caught. But here one should note the 
significance of moving to a regime without prior consent and where the authorities have 
discretion over whether or not to refer a case to the CC. In practice, we would expect most 
newspaper transfers to be unaffected by the regime: it is only those on which OFT and OFCOM 
have competition or plurality concerns which will be subject to further investigation with the 
risk of remedies being imposed. ■ ‘ .

Prior consent requirements should be abolished 

We propose to provide this.
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Criminal sanctions and  void transactions should be abolished 

Ditto. ‘ .

OFCOM should n o t have any role in determining newspaper ownership .

The CC would be kept as the main investigatoiy and advisory body on newspaper transfers 
(which will please the Newspaper Society), but we have provided for a formal or an informal role 
for OFCOM in making references and advising on a CC report, if Ministers desired that.

No pub lic  in terest test '

This is in effect again arguing for there being no separate newspaper regime -  there would be 
no point to such a regime if the test were purely competition, as in the general merger regime 
as it is to be reformed.

Transfers o f  newspaper assets should be excluded from  any special reg im e. .

This is a detailed technical issue on which we have not yet reached a view on how to advise you 
arid do not believe we need to in order to decide on the broad shape of the regime. But it may 
well prove possible to relax the scope of the regime in relation to newspaper assets. .
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ANNEX L

To

From ' 

File Ref 

Date

Secretary of State cc . Andrew Ramsay 
Diana Kahn

11.February ZOOZ

Bill Bush 
Ruth Mackenzie

MEDIA OWNERSHIP AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION

I understand that you have asked for advice on the points raised by Channel 4 and the BBC 
:about the need to regulate ownership, of platforms.

Z. Channel 4 are opposed to vertical integration. They argue that there is not meaningful 
competition between digital platforms and that requirements on platform operators to provide 
open access are insufficient to safeguard content providers. Their proposed solution is the 
separation of carriage (ownership of a platform) from content (service provision). They also 
argue that platform ownership should be recognised as a form of media ownership akin to 
newspapers, TV and radio and should be brought within the media ownership regime (though 
in what way is unspecified).

3. The BBC do not comment on vertical integration as such but argue that platform ownership
should be brought within the media ownership regime. They suggest that there should either 
be a new rule to prevent any combined ownership of the new platform market and any of the 
traditional content markets, dr platform ownership should be taken into account in a share of 
voice type limit of media ownership (eg, the 40%/30%/15% approach could be extended to 
cover platform ownership). .

4. The White Paper position on vertical integration was supportive: . '' ,

“For that reason, some people argued in the consultation that the Government should. 
take action, on competition grounds, to.ban vertical integration, and require all. networks 
to be open to- all content providers. We do not believe that it would be right to ban 
vertical integration outright. First, because it would slow down the necessary investment 
in high-speed networks; and secondly, because network operators would in any case 
pursue exclusive agreements with content providers in order to deliver attractive- 
consumer packages. Instead, we believe that the right approach would be for the regulator 
to have the power to judge at what point a network should be opened up to all content 
providers. And where a vertically integrated company has a dominant position in one 

. market;.the regulator should also take account of the effects of its activities on 
competition in any related markets." '
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5. There would seem no reason to depart from the White Paper position that vertical 
integration is broadly beneficial providing the regulator is able to act forcefully to prevent any 
abuses which occur.

6. We also think that there is no need to bring ownership of digital platforms within the media 
ownership regime. To do so would obviously be more regulatory than .the present regime. As 
with TV generally, we believe that ownership of digital platforms can be best left to the 
competition authorities. The platforms are the delivery mechanism and therefore do not 
directly raise issues of plurality in the same way as content providers such as newspapers or 
terrestrial TV. . .
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ANNEX M

POSSIBLE IMPACT OF MERGER REGULATIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF MEDIA'MARKETS

Television

Horizontal issues - fi.e, platform and broadcasting markets)

• 3 digital platforms will remain - digital terrestrial (ITV digital), digital satellite (BskyB),.and 
digital c^te (NTL/Telewest).

• 1 analogue terrestrial platform (5 channels including 2 BBC) for the near future.
• It is unlikely that the Competition Commission (CC) will allow one single ITV Company 

whilst the analogue terrestrial platform is available and considered a separate market.
■ The main area of concern is advertising. The CC (Carlton/Granada report) defined the 

advertising market very narrowly: effectively TTV itself (due to their mass audience coverage 
on analogue terrestrial TV). Also possible competition from channel 4 and channel 5 in 

■ analogue terrestrial TV market.
• Most concerns would be on the four leading ITV licences (London Weekday, Central, London 

Weekend, and Meridian).
• Possible scenario -  CC likely to maintain at least 2  owners of ITV (both of which cannot 

have more than 2 of the 4 main licenses) in the near future. This will be in addition to 
separate owner/s for channel 4 and channel 5 (who may also own other ITV licences), which 
will provide advertisers with a minimum of 3 or 4 advertising channels via analogue 
terrestrial TV.

• Who the owners will be is impossible to speculate (possibly Granada and Carlton). May be 
new entry from BskyB or overseas broadcasters since currently not present in the analogue 
terrestrial TV market -  though BskyB will n ^  be able to acquire either Grariada or Carlton 
due their joint ownership of ITV digital.

• Analogue terrestrial TV is increasingly under pressure from pay-TV. In future the digital 
platforms will be considered an effective substitute to analogue terrestrial TV for advertisers 
and viewers.

• A wider market definition will then (probably) allow a single ITV company to exist since the 
distributionof audience (and the revenue from advertisers) will be more thinly spread across 
the larger number of channels.

• Content regulation is required to remain in place to oversee diversity of programming.

V̂ertical issues - (i.e. links between platform owners, channel providers, programme makers, and
content providers) _

• Consolidation of programme production (makers) is possible. Currently approximately 1200 
independent production companies. Entry barriers are low so unlikely to be any immediate 
competition concerns.

• May also be consolidation (and/or foreign entry) of channel providers. (Fox, Disney, 
AOL/Time Warner).

• CC likely to prevent any platform owner gaining significant market power (assume 25-30%
share) in the programme maker and channel provider markets. CC also likely to be tougher 
on platform owners attempt to leverage market power to content providers (i.e. CC report 
bn BskyB /  Man Utd) •,

• Problem likely to be if the market tips in favour of a particular digital platform. This is not 
foreseeable in the near future, though ITV digital is still making big losses and the Cable 
Companies has high debt stocks to service. Their long-term viability is dependent on a 
critical mass of people subscribing to their platform. This raises different issues.
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• If the Cable Companies went bankrupt, Cable would still be a viable digital platform since
the infrastructure has already been laid. Bankruptcy would mean a debt write-off, whilst the 
assets could be transferred to a new owner relatively cheaply. If ITV digital went bankrupt, 
it is likely that the platform would disappear since there is little (if any) asset spedfic 
investment. .

Radio . ■

Local and regional

• Assessed by considering effects on advertisers as well as listeners. Considered a separate 
market to national radio and other forms of display advertising. ■ ■

• Local radio stations often have a degree of local monopoly power since different audience
demographics mean that local radio statioris are not necessarily demand-side substitutes 
for advertisers. The target audiences are determined by the licence format issued by the 
Radio Authority (RA). . .

■ Number of broadcasters in a local/regionat market will depend on the number of licenses 
available. There are around 200 local licenses currently available -  20 in London. .

• Possible scenario - competition law will provide a number of different owners in the core
populated areas where more licences are available. In areas with more than 4 or 5 licenses 
available, competition law is likely to provide at least 2 different owners. In London, this is 
likely to be more. Capital Radio’s attempted acqu isition of Virgin Radio was blocked because 
Capital's market share of radio advertising in London would have increased from 58% to 
6 6 %. . .

• Local areas where 2 or 3 licenses are available competition law is likely to maintain 2 
owners -  though no guarantee of this since likely to be aimed at .different target audiences 
and therefore may not be alternatives for advertisers.

• Unlikely that competition law will address the accumulation of local radio interests in a UK 
wide context due to the local and regional nature of the radio licenses. But if each local

.. market has at least 2 or 3 owners, unlikely that any radio company will have more than 
40% accumulation at a national level.

• An aggregated national concentration test could provide a useful indication of total
influence of local and regional broadcasters. .

• Capital Radio’s expansion likely to be limited to local areas where they are not currently 
present or have limited presence. It seems unlikely that they will be able to acquire 
additional licenses in London.

National . .

• In the national radio market competition law likely to maintain 3 owners. This is dependent 
on the licenses available. Currently only threei licenses are available, each with a different 
ownen Capital FM, Talk AM and Virgin AM. .

- Capital Radio’s attempted acquisition of Virgin Radio was blocked because Capital’s national 
advertising market share would have increased from 36% to 44%. Maximum market share 
of around 40% of the national commercial free-to^air market seems to provide the upper

. limit (Possibly measured in terms of total national radio advertising spend, not listeners).
• Impossible to say which compahies likely to try to expand, or whether likely to be new

entry. All dependent on licensing constraint. ‘
• Diversity needs to be maintained by licence conditions. No guarantee the market will

provide the diversity automatically. ..
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Newspapers

National

All daily national newspapers are likely to be considered as one market. This would include 
popular tabloids, mid-range papers, and quality broadsheets.
Competition analysis is two-fold: effect on readers of national newspapers, and effect on 
advertises. .
The current market structure for national newspapers looks like the following:

Publisher . Title Market share 
(circulation)

N e w s  In te rn a tio n a l The Sun 27%
The Times 5%

Trinity Mirror pic The Mirror 17%
Daily Record 5%

DMGT The Daily Mail 18% .
United. MAI The Express 8%

The Daily Star 4%
Hollinger International The Daily Telegraph 8%

Pearson pic . Financial Times 3%
Guardian Media Group The Guardian .3%
Independent News and 

Media
The Independent 2%

Source: NERA report for the Newspaper Society, July 2000

■ Some further consolidation in the national newspaper market is a possibility. This does not
mean that the variety of titles will be reduced, unless any of the titles become commercially 
unviable. , .

• It is unlikely that News International would be allowed to acquire any other 
group/newspaper without divesting one of their current titles.

■ As a rule of thumb ownership of above 25-30% is likely to start causing concerns, especially
with high barriers to entry. . .

• High barriers to entry, and wide variety of titles mean that it will be difficult for a new title
to enter the market and grow. The last attempt was The Today Newspaper, which 
subsequently exited the market . .

■' Speculation over recent years that 'The Independent' may exit the market If so market 
share likely to be shared between the other broadsheet newspapers.

• Possible scenarios that would make commercial sense as well as (possibly) gaining
regulatory clearance: broadsheet titles to be acquired by tabloid and mid-range publishers
i.e. Tririity Mirrorto acquire The Guardian (though uncertainties as to whether the Guardian 
could actually be sold), DMGT to acquire the Independent, or .UAI to acquire the daily 
Telegraph. . .

■ The most concentrated (worst case) scenario would look something like the following:
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Publisher . Title Market share 
' (circulation)

News International , The Sun 27%
The Times 5% •

. Trinity Mirror pic The Mirror 17% .
Daily Record 5%
The Guardian 3%

DMGT The Daily Mail 18% .
The Independent . 2%

United MAI The Express 8%
The Daily Star 4%

The Daily Telegraph , . 8%
Pearson pic Financial Times 3% .

Local and Regional .

• Local newspaper markets very rare ly cause concerns due to  lo w  barriers to  entry, lack o f  
ed ito ria l content, arid alternative form s o f  p rin ted  media (such as m a il shots, niche 
publications, advertising on ly publications etc).

• Xhere has been consolidation in local and regional markets in recent years, which is likely 
to continue. In 1993 the top fiye local and regional publishers accounted for jiist over 40% 
of all local and regional titles. By 2000, this had increased to 63%.

• The CC applies a national concentration test, which considers the effect of the merger in
terms of national shares of local and regional newspaper publishing. The CC has never 
reached an adverse finding on this test. Not surprising since the largest publisher (Trinity 
Mirror)  ̂still only has 2T% followed by DMGT with 19% and Gannett with 14% of total 
aggregated circulation. ' .

• Local market definitions are often sufficiently wide that they are analysed at the regional 
level. Whilst the national concentration test does not refer to a particular market it may 
provide and indication of the overall influence of a local and regional newspaper publisher, 
as well as being an easy ad hoc calculation.

• There are economies of scale in publishing regional and local newspapers. These include 
centralisation of printing and rationalisation of financial and administrative functions. Entry 
barriers are likely to be lower for established publishers.

• Possible scenario-  the top 5 local and regional press publishers to account for around 80%
of total circulation -  up from the current 63%. Would guess that no individual publisher will 
be .allowed more than 30-35%. . *...................  ,

'• Television and local radio are considered less of a direct competitor, although compete to 
some extent for total advertising spend. The internet and other forms of electronic media 
are likely to offer increasing competition in the future, but the rate of growth and ultimate 
extent of competition remains a matter of conjecture. . ■

Cross Media Issues in the Longer Term .

• It is important to be aware that some of the cross-media ownership proposals regarding ITV 
(channel 3) licenses will fall away when terrestrial analogue TV is switched off, or (possibly 
before) when digital pay-TV is considered part of the same market.

• Currently competitiori for advertising spend in the analogue terrestrial TV market takes 
place between the ITV companies, channel 4 and channel 5 i.e. limited number of channels 
available.

• In the (digital) pay-TV market, ITV will become one out oif lOO(ish) channels available for 
advertisers. So viewers and advertisers will be more thinly spread across the vast array of
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channels. Restrictions on newspaper publishers and radio broadcasters owning ITV licenses 
_ {IjDUtjof 100 channels). wilLbe-Come. meaningless-due to the decKrringlnfllieh'ce of ITV as” 

channel. Most likely scenario will be to own other digital channels with no restrictions. 
Whilst the cross-media ownership rules will be effective as the current market structure 
stands, they will therefore need re-formulating in the future.
As the distinction (market definition) between different media blurs, cross rriedia rules 
based on the current media segregation may need reforming. If convergence leads to a 
single media market, the current rules will become ineffective.
There is also the great unknown surrounding the internet. All media streams are currently 
available via the internet, though,current technology means they are not yet effective 
substitutes for the individual media channels.

Caveats

A major health warning is placed on the scenarios. The analysis provides a rough and ready 
hypothetical indication of how the media markets will turn out. The dynamic nature of the 
media sector makes such scenarios extremely difficult to predict with any certainty.

Analysis has been drawn from recent Competition Commission reports where possible, 
though there is still massive uncertainty that the scenarios outlined could actually get 
regulatpry clearance. . .

This arialysis assumes anti-competitive effects occur through mergers and acquisitions. It 
is important to remember that firms also grow organically. Therefore, merger legislation is 
not the only tool under competition law to prevent abuses of market power. The 
Competition Act 1998 gives the OFT much stronger powers to address anti-competitive 
behaviour by prohibiting anti-competitive agreements and abuses of dominant market 
positions. The competition authorities also have the monopoly provision of the FTA as a 
furthertool that allows in-depth market investigations in potentially troublesome markets.

Note the high confidentiality of the above analysis. A number of companies have been cited, 
which could adversely affect their future business strategies. •
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ANNEX N
HOW THE EXISTING CROSS-MEDIA RULES CAME TO BE

Share of Voice - ■

1. Share of Voice was a serious, option in the consultation that preceded the 1996 Bill,, 
but it was generally unpopular and therefore carpe to be referred to ,as a possibility in 
the longer-term. .

Limiting newspapers

2. There was a great deal of anxiety at the time of the last Bill about changing the rules •
to allow newspaper proprietors to own any part of the broadcasting media - broadly, 
the suggestion then was that newspapers make the news whereas broadcasters report 
it. Any marriage of these two cultures was therefore considered to be concerning, and 
in need of careful control. . .

3. The 20:20 rule has no scientific basis but is a 'share of voice'-type formulation, based 
on the view that it was unacceptable fpr any one voice to control more than 20% of 
the national newspaper market and more than 20% of another, broadcasting voice.

4. The rules that make any newspaper group's acquisition of any broadcasting licence 
subject to a public interest test were considered an important catch-all power to 
prevent those newspapers who were not limited by any other cross-rhedia rule from 
acquiring more influence, nationally or locally, than was desirable. The nature of the 
tests, which are defined in general terms and may be applied to any transaction, was 
derived from the nature of the special newspaper regime - the two processes were 
envisaged working in parallel to some extent. In practice the public interest tests have 
rarely had any effect and have become a burden on both regulator, and industry.

Limits at the local level .

5. Equally, there was a concern to limit the influence that any regional newspaper might 
have, which contributed to complex and restrictive rules on the joint ownership of 
local newspapers and local radio stations. It was felt to be important to. prevent any 
one company from becoming a dominarit voice in local news of any sort, including 
that available through local radio, despite its limited speech output and regulation of 
news and opinion. ' ’

National TV and radio

6. The rules that prevent joint ownership of national TV licences and national radio 
stations were built on the principle that licences for terrestrial TV and radio were 
extrerfiely scarce, and were valuable enough to warrant separate ownership in the 
interests of plurality. .
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Control

7. The definition of 'control' was broadened in 1996 to identify anyone who could direct 
a company in accordance with their own wishes, ‘by whatever rneans and whether 
directly or indirectly' as the owner of that service. Previously someone was only 
considered to direct a company if they did so through shareholdings or voting rights. 
The intention was to prevent anyone finding more subtle ways of controlling different 
companies that would enable them to get round the rnedia ownership rules. The 
Radio Authority now complain that there are ways of getting round the 1996 
definition of control, which they say needs broadening to include the OFT concept of 
‘material assets'.
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Cross Media-Ownership issues debated In the House of Commons

. 2”̂  ̂R e a d in g  o f  1 9 9 6  B ill-1 6 A p ril 1 9 9 6  . . •
. /

Cross rnedia-ownership issues came up several times during the debate. Concerns were 
raised that groups having 20% or more of national newspaper circulation were prevented 
from owning Channel 3 licences. .

There was a feeling that the 20% figure was arbitrary. Why not have 25% (which would 
allow the Mirror Group to purchase a Channel 3 licence) or even 30%. It was argued that 
this stunted growth, and made it difficult for the smaller British companies to compete 
globally. . .

There was also some concern that regional newspaper groups may not be given the same 
opportunity as national groups to become Involved with radio.

Finally, concern was raised that the Bill unnecessarily handicaps local and regional 
publishers, by allowing national and foreign-owned companies to own local arid regional 
television and local radio services, and to back them up with a local free paper, but not 
many regional and local newspaper groups to do the same. : • •

2 ^  Reading o f 1990 BiU-18  December 1990 . .

Cross media-ownership issues were only briefly touched upon during this debate. It was felt 
the proposals were inadequate, by albwing a further erosion of competition.

(Attached are relevant i^ansard extracts from the debates)
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1. r Previous Section Index Home Page

Mr. William O'Brien (Normanton): The Secretary of State referred to newspaper groups being 
involved with radio and newspapers. Will she give me some assurances that regional newspap ers 
will be given the same opportunity as national newspapers, and that regional newspapers will be 
allowed to make representations during the passage of the Bill to express their concerns to the
Secretary of State? . . . ■

1 . . .  • ’

Mrs. B ottomley:. I have had many discussions with regional newsp ap ers,. on the strength of which I 
have modified the proposals in the Bill a couple of times already. It remains the case, however, that 
the Bill is concerned about plurality and diversity, and that, in our opinion, dominant broadcasters 
and dominant newspapers covering the same territory are not conducive to, or appropriate in, a 
democracy. ■

The Bill is a liberalising measure. There are many more opportunities for all those involved in the 
industry, but it is our view that it is still appropriate to have sev^al additional controls. I understand 
that the Labour party recently ripped up all the principles it previously stood for, but I  shall come to 
that later. - .

Mrs. Anne Campbell (Cambridge) rose— '

Mr. John Redwood (Wokingham) rose— .

Mrs. Bottomley: I give way to my right bon. Frieiid the Member for Wokingham (Mr. Redwood)

Mr. Redwood: Does my right hon. Friend recognise that these technologies are coming together 
rather qmckly? How will the market share be calculated for things such as electronic newspapers 
transmitted through the Internet and through the television and home corriputer, and what 
adjustments will be made for the fact that these markets are rapidly becoming global in the English
speaking world? . I .

Mrs. Bdttomley: My right hon. Friend is right, but it is not yet possible to regulate the market in its 
fiiUy developed form; and I  believe that this is an appropriate staging post at which we will he . 
significantly liberalising the regime. We will move into allowing far rhore cross-media ownership, 
and have put appropriate regulation and controls in place, whfch were widely welcoihed not only by 
theindustrybut very much by the Labour party when they were first announced. ■

Mrs. Anne Campbell rose— .

Mb*. Kaufman rose— . ■

Mrs. Botfomley: I shall move on, if I may, because this is a complex Bill. I have a great deal of .
material to get through and many others wish to speak.

The Bill also prevents groups having 20 per cent, or more of national newspa:per circulation from , 
acquiring channel 3 or Channel 5 licences or radio licences or vice versa. This restriction, however, 
does not apply to the ■

15 Apr 1996 : Column 545

emerging markets of cable, sateUite and digital terreslxiaf broadcasting. Even the largest new^aper
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. • ■ . ■ ' r
groups therefore have room for expansion under our proposals, but it would not be right for those 
who dominate the newspaper audience also to control,the dominant, established, television or radio 
broadcasting licences. , . ' ' .

The Bill will achieve ..

"diversity, plurality, quality  and the best possib le program m es for the v iew er and lis te n e r .T h e  rules are to m ake 
sure that there is n o t excessive  dominance b y  any one com m ercial p rov id er ." -[O ffic ia l R eport, 2 3  M ay  1995; 
V o l. 260, c. 713 .] ■ .

Those were not my words; they are the words of the hon. Member for Islington, South and Finsbury 
(Mr. Smith), spoken when we launched our White Paper in May 1995.

The pohcy that the hon. Member for Islington, South and Finsbury devised appears to have changed 
since then. I know that some Opposition Members want to give vested interests a higher priority than 
the interests of viewers and listeners, hi October 1995, the Labour party tried to strike a grubby deal 
with British Telecom, which might have jeopardised the £10 bilhon investment'programme of the 
cable companies. Now Labour is at it again, trying to rig the regulations. ' .

bi a recent Sunday Times article, the bon. Member for Kirkcaldy (Dr. Moonie) said he favoured 
removing restrictions on concentration of ownership because , ,

"the w h o le  point is  to ensure the creation o f  b igger com panies" ..

that "can compete abroad". His pohcy is to allow companies to take more of the market, even if that 
removes plurahty of ownership and undermines people's choice. I am not certain whether he speaks 
for the whole Labour party, but if he does these proposals are as hi thought thrpugh as they are 
opportunist. - . .

In the words of Mr. Paul Foot—[Laughter.] I quite understand why Labour Members do not want to 
hear what he had to say. He said that the policy .

"stinks o f  ...b ack -scratch in g  sleaze." ■ . .

Opportunism, i s what new Lahour is all about. Only a month ago, the horn Member-for Hartlepool ■ 
(Mr. Mandelson) .went on television to threaten newspaper groups with increased regulation unless 
they gave Labour an easy ride at the general election. ■

it hbn. Member for Copeland (Dr. Cuimingham) has had plenty of opportunities to explain 
which nofi5?4s»jQfficial party policy, but we have had only flannel. Do any of the hon. Members 
whose words I haveqtjWtsA^a a e ^  for the Labour party? Or does the right hon, Member for Copeland 
have yet another view? Lflce IhelBam ^i^ber for Newham, NortiiTWest (Mr. Banks) on the ra.dio: 
this morning, we shall be very interested^&^aLW what is going on. Or perhaps the hon. Member for- 
Stoke-on-Trent,- Central (Mr. Pisher) has washed ms*B5Etds»o£^s issue, just as he has washed his 
hands, it seems, of the Elgin marbles. ‘

G. Hughes (Harrow, West): Or lost his marbles.

nst be right. I appreciate that.Mrs. Bottomley:

- Or perhaps-thehon. Member for-Be 
Labour's plans.

am, Ladywood (Ms Short) could lift another veil firom
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n u u s c  u i  i^ u im n u iu i xxa iiija iu  l u i  i u  lyyv l‘*j rage :) ot 4

Li this p i^  imittee, my hon. Friends will be relentless in exposing cosy deals that the
Labour par ^o please its friends. _  _ __

16 Apr 1996: Column 546

The thresholds set out in the Bill provide a clea^fete^^ound rules. At no point have our proposals 
been devised with any intention to attack orpenalise ^ fea i^ M irro r, News International or any 
other specific newspaper group. They are there to protect th e ^

Diversity of voice is needed, not only at the national level but in the regions^Eu4Jpcatities of the 
United Kingdom—the point the hon. Member for Normanton (Mr. O'Brien) madeS'^iQgent ago. The

M r. Kaufman rose—

■ Mrs. Bottoioley: If  the hon. Gentleman will forgive me, I do not want to give way because I have
■ given way at length. ■ .. . .....................  .

The Bill prevents dominant local new^apers from dominating local radio or owning a channel 3 
licence in the same area. If  a national newspaper substantially differentiates its local or regional 
editions, the regulator will treat these as local papers and they will be brought within the scope of 
those controls. • . ' ’ ■

As a consequence of our consultation—this is the point I made earlier and have made several times to 
my right hon. Friend the Member for Sutton Coldfield (Sir N. Fowler)—we have already relaxed the 
local newspaper ownership threshold at which companies would not be allowed to own a radio 
station in the same area. The threshold has been raised from 20 per cent, to 50 per cent, but we 
remain concerned not to allow one company to own aU the radio, television and newspapers hr one 
town or region. Reciprocal restrictions will prevent local broadcasters from establishing dominant 
local newspaper interests.

r aTchama^tl- te le^ ^ ^''^ _ ____ ____
owner to the stan^S3§ftang©,gmdrcgional content in programming that the current licensee was 
achieving. That directly pro tecte^^l^ggroBaT flavour of programmings which is such a valuable 
feature of ITV—a point that has been made bvsev8Fad4iQn, Members in the debate in recent weeks.

We. shaU.go further than that;. We propose to clarify the definition of vSnorlS'piQ^ioiis and terms 
used in clause 67. We want tahelp the TTC tp implement provision and to prevO Tf^njn^es from 
avoiding the spirit of the legislation, so we propose to require the ITC not to approve amShded 
channel 3 networking arrangements if  the regional programming of smaller TTV companies wdtild be

Part Ili o f  the^Sfci^^nds the funding arrangements for the Welsh fourth chaimel—S4C. The current 
flmding formula is bSSd«mthe vagaries of the television advertising market., Under clause 68, the 
Governments annual paymmiMq^C will be the January 1997 payment made under the bid . 
formula, uprated annually like fiie&Bi^ licence fee—in line with the retail prices index. The new 
arrangements will make the fiiture pubhc’fia^^ng streams for S4C more predictable. That should 
benefit both S4C and the Government. We sh^q jso  introduce measures to allow S4C to operate 
digital commercial services, like the BBC.

Clause 70 amends the funding formula for Charnel 4. Underfea^^ormula, an income of a certain 
level for Channel 4 is underwritten by the channel 3 companies,,

16 Apr 1996 : Column 547
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Ijfetalisati'on will accelerate the pace of change and create new challenges and opportunities for 
legi^^ors and broadcasters alike. It is a time of convergence of education, the arts, drama, the 
cultural^dustries, film and television. The right hon. Lady was right to say that those changes have 
the p o ten ^  to bring considerable wealth and employment opportunities to the countries that make a 
success of t^m . ■

, Mrs. Anne Camph|II: Does my right hon. Friend agree that it is crucial that some of the new. 
digitahsed channels p^vide educational opportunities as well as the opportunities that he has already 
mentioned? Should n o ^ ^  legislate to make available soine space for that important purpose?

Dr. Cunningham: Yes. I agKe with my hon. Friend. We have the most respected and effective 
distance learning organisation i^teoadcasting anywhere in the world—the Open university, which 
W ^ introduced by a Labour Goverataent. We also have an important proposal to develop a 
urdversity of industry to utilise p rec i^y  the opportunities to which my hon. Friend refers.

Technological convergence can bring to g ^ !^  work and leismre, the office and the home, education . 
aind entertainment. Broadcasting is a key are^ tf activity, wherein news, sport, drama, music, cultural 
activities, education, business and commerce c(^te together. Pubhc pohby in broadcasting has 
always been, and wiU continue to be, of critical in$<^ance. The growth of multi-media industries 
and their significance in all aspects of our lives meai^toat public policy must address the challenges 
of technological innovations, ownership issues and matrna^ of content and standards.

The question for us a ll is whether we can meet those challen^^and turn.them to our advantage to 
produce commercial and economic success. The opportunities arengnormOus—not just to install the 
technology, but to develop the huge range of new services that tecmfc^ogy will facilitate. That is why 
the Bill is so important.

.16 A pr 199 6 : Column 553

The Government's decision to introduce a Broadcasting Bill can be seen in two 'v^ws. It can be seen 
as a modest measure that tidies up some aspects of the Broadcasting Act 1990, intro^^es the 
prospect at some undefined future date of a new form of broadcasting and implementsTfe last 
vestiges o f the Government's privatisation progr^ime. Alternatively, in the words of thes^retary  
of State, it can be portrayed as the liberation of British broadcasters to be world leaders in mbmext 
millennium and a framework to encourage and support the necessary risk iiivestments. I am sm ^  to

ivlr. Ian Bruce: I am sure that the House was expecting the hon. Member for Newham, North-West 
(Mr. Banks) to ask this question, but he is not m his place. In the nineyears that I have been in the 
House, every time any media organisation was taken over, the Laboiur party was quick to say that it 
was wrong to concentrate media ownership. Why, therefore^ in the reasoned amendment that seeks 
to deny the Bill a Second Reading, does Labomr seem keen to see large,newspaper conglomerates^, 
taking over terrestrial broadcasting facilities? ,. •

Dr. Cunningham: The hon. Gentleman apparently does not understand that the BiU facilitates the 
purchase o f channel 3 licences by newspaper owners. The argument is not about that, as it is aheady 
happening. Multi-media companies are developing not only in Britain, but internationally. If the hon. 
Gentleman does not understand that, he is in the wrong debate. The debate concerns how those 
developments can be managed and controlled and what legislation or regulation should be put in 
place to do it. I shall return to that later in my speech. ’

M r. David Mellor (Putney): The right hon. Gentleman was unduly unkind to my hon. Friend the 
Member for South Dorset ( ]^ .  Bruce). I l ^ t  fcat he will treat me rather more sympathetic^ly.
What is puzzliiig the right hon. (^ntieman's many admirers' in the Conservative party, including me.
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is liow he can put his name to an amendment that suggests that the.newspapers are being treated ' 
unfairly when, with the M  authority of_& in anotherplace_on 23 May last year. Lord
Donoughue said: •

"We particularly w elcom e the 20  per c e o t  new spaper circulation ceiling on  T V  o-wnership, w h ich  appears to  
prevent the existing giants f io m  expanding further into te lev is ion ." -[O ffic ia l R eport, H ou se  o f  L o r ^ , 23  M a y  
1995; V oL 564, c. 934 .] • ' .

There is no way in which what Lord Donpughue said can sit with the Labotn: amendment. What is '
. the explanation for that? Our explanation is that the Mirror Group has got at the Labour party. •

Dr. Cunningham: ! am happy to respond more kindly if the right hon. and learned Gentleman 
thinks that I should. It was once said that television was a device that allowed us to see in our own 
living rooms people whom we would not necessarily invite into our homes. I  would not necessarily 
put the right hon. and learned Gentleman into that category, but it certainly applies to some of his 
hon. Friends. • . . -

I said that I would return to the matter o f the Mirror Group, but 1 am happy to respond now. The 
Secretary of State should e3q)lain what was so fundamental about the Government's choicp of 20 per 
cent. That is the question. . ■ • . . ■

16 Apr 1996 : Column 554' •

The arbitrary choice of 20 per cent, of the market happily allows United Newspapers and Associated 
Newspapers to buy channel 3 Hcences, but miraculoraly and coincidentally, prevents the Mirror 
Group from doing the same. That is the inconsistency in the Government's position and that is why 
we are raising the question. What made them decide on 20 per cent.? Why was it not 25 per cent., or 
30 per cent? What was the logic in choosing that figure? I shall return to the matter later. '

If the Conservative party were following its convictions altogether, it would hot want any such . 
regulation. It would want the market to decide, as I have no doubt the right hon. Gentleman would 
agree. ' ' ■ . ■ ■

members*S'fi'tkQ.,^|^ow Cabinet have had with the Mirror Group in the past three rrionths regarding 
this important i s s u ^
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I cOTq^ow to the importance of proper regulation of conditional access systems--the set-top boxes 
and a ssS ^ed  technology of must-carry and must-offer protection to ensure that all broadcasters are 
treated f a i r ^ ^ d  of universal access for viewers and listeners across the United Kingdom.

In January, the G ovfe^ent published then proposals for regulation of conditional access systems ‘ 
^ d  they have given a cOTraitment to table next month the relevant statutory instruments to 
implement the European U^^yelevision standards directive, but we need to be convinced that all 
the necessary steps are being ta ^ ^ J l ie  neiv licensing regime needs to be put in place now and 
Parliament should be debating the is^es as part of the Broadcasting Bill. We shall certainly raise 
them in Committee.

A  further matter that should be settled by the B d j^ ^ e  Channel 4 funding formula. The formula was 
a weU-intendedmeasxrre iu the 1990 Act. I say to t h e ^ ^  hon. and learned Member for Putney that 

. it was founded on good intentions. The formida w orkedJ^tost people's satisfaction for a while, but 
it has fallen iuto disrepute. There are, I  know—we have aU h ^ f e ^  correspondente—strong feelings . . 
on both sides of the argument, but when the 1990 Act sought t o ^ ^ ^ i n  the jtinances of Channel 4, 
t did not envisage the outcome, and I cannot blame the right hon. a ^ ^ a m e d  Gentleman for that

In the event, the funding formula has not been a great success. In the five y ^ ^ ^  the end of 1997, 
Channel 4 will have paid more than £300 million to the ITV companies, which^i^nsiderably more 
than its expectations and more than anyone envisaged at the time. A fair means shoife^ow  be 
established to redirect the substantial amount of Charmel.4's revenue back to programmfetoaking.
The formula should not just be ended, giving a blank cheque or carte blanche to Channel 4 ^ ^ r e  
n i^ t  to be ended, and we shall want to explore what the

• . ^ say a out at m mo .

The right hon. Lady tried to have some fun about opposition on strong and diverse companies in the 
media operating in local, national and international media markets, but she must do a bit better than 
quote Paul Foot in support of her case. As I rmderstand it, Mr. Paul Foot, in The Guardian, was 
saying that we on the Labour Benches should accept without question a piece of

■ 16 Apr 1995: Column 559 . . ' ■

, Conservative Govemrnent legislation. I must say that that is a headstand of spectacular proportions, 
even for him. We have no intention of doing so. * ' . ,

The Government's position is perverse. They want developments in cross-media ownership, but ■ 
arbitrary figures have been set to judge how much of the market any one company can own. The 
most arbitrary aspect must be the restrictions on national newspaper groups investing in commercial 
teleyision~the so-called 20 per cent. rule. . . . .  .

The Mirror Group, as the right hon. Lady knows because she has had discussions and 
correspondence with it, feels that the legislative proposals are biased against it—and understandably 
so. It should not be discriminated against, particularly when supposedly smaller newspaper groups 
own a large number of regional and local newspaper titles. Nationally and internationally, cross
media ownership already exists and is developing. The question is not whether it should exist-it is 
happening—but what controls should be used to guard against monopoly and to ensure fair 
coiripetition and diversity. We are happy to debate those issues.

H r. Mellor: I am grateful to the right hon. Gentleman for giving way a second time. If  20 per cent, 
is not the right figme, what is? •..........
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.1 ~Df. Cunniugham: I am sure that the right hon. and learned Gentleman knows that, if  it was 25 per 
cent., the Mirror Group woiild be allowed to participate. The amendment was blocked. U nited. - . ^ 

- Newspapers and Associated Newspapers can participate. Conservative Members must say why the 
limit is drawn to block the Mirror Group. [Interruption.] Why not News Intemational, indeed, which 
has something over'30 per cent, of the newspaper market? That is why my hon. Friend the Member 
for Bassetlaw (Mr. Ashton) said, apparently to some mirth on Conservative Benches, although 
Conservative Members pride themselves on pursuing market forces and free enterprise, that perhaps 
the usual competition laws should be allowed to operate.- That is at least as sensible and logical a 
position as the one adopted by the Secretary o f State. '

Paragraph 9(l)(b) o f the new part IV of schedule 2--to be found on page 108 o f the Bill—gives 
powers to the ITC and provides that a licence does not have to be granted •

"if the relevant authority detenm ne that in. a ll the circum stances the hold ing o f  th e  l ic e n c e  b y  a  b o d y  corporate  
falling w ith in  paragraph (a) o f (b) above operates, or cou ld  b e  expected to operate, aga in st the p u b lic  in terest"

So let U S  not hear from Conservative Members that there are no safeguards against abuse—they are 
written into their Bill, but it is apparent from their clacking away during the debate that they have not 
read it. That has been amply demonstrated by what they have said. ' •

m local newspaper markets, there are other questionable restrictions on cross-media ownership, 
which are again the subject of much criticism from local newspapers. The thresholds do not seem to 
be based on any objective assessment of markets. They are clearly derived from the failure o f 
competition policy and the Government's repeated failure to bring such policy up to.

16 Apr 1996: Column 560

date. If  the OfSce o f Fair Trading and the Monopolies and Mergers Commission, were able to do 
their jobs properly, the thresholds would not need to be Set in such an arbitrary manner.

If public interest issues are at stake, let us use public interest criteria. That is what they are there for. 
The public interest also requires that, where takeovers occur, there is adeqimte protection for regional 
interests. I know that at least one right hon. Gentleman on the Conservative Benches shares some of 
the views that I am expressing iu this part of my speech. .

.yir. Robert G. Hughes (Harrow, West): Will the right hon. Gentleman give way? . . . ‘ .
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M r. Gerald ISa^toan (Manchester, Gorton): The Bill would be much better if it took account of 
the reports by theSfeie^Coromittee oh National Heritage on Channel 4 funding, on which its 
provisions are unsatisfa^^jjO n listed sports,.the Government have beenforced to adopt the Select 
Committee's recommendatio^*^^ Government have failed to understand the Committee's 
recommendations on the future of brOa^asting as outlined in our report on the fiiture of the BBC.

The Bill is poor because it has no plans-for thelfeture horizons of broadcasting, which is the future of 
this country. We are not simply debating televisioneaf^airrment but the future of work, education, 
medicine and the social organisation of oiir cities. We snSIiSee the biggest change since the 
industrial revolution. Countless jobs and billions of pounds w ^&  of exports are at stake, hr future, 
television, computers, newspapers and telephones will merge in to n e  seainless continuum. That is 
not a fanciful, futuristic prospect::it is happening now.

In the United States NBC and Microsoft are discussing a service by which NBSi,^ll broadcast the 
news. Anyone who wants more will be able to tune in to the Microsoft network am>.^ceive 
everything that is related to that news coverage. That can happen now. Audiences anmbmyices are

o f the ponulaSbn. now
have access to satellite and cable television.

The Government have been forced to recognise change through the BiH's historic clauses 26 and 
113, which for the first time will give the ITC power over the BBC. But the Bill as a whole is a 
puny, bureaucratic, petty regulatory measrue that cannot see beyond an extremely low horizon. It 
aims, not very competently, to tidy up the past but fails to prepare for the revolution of the 
impending future. Its petty, siUy and almost certainly xmworkable regulations on cross-media 
ownership are the most vivid illustration of its inadequacy. •

I have rarely read such claptrap in any legislatioii as that contained in clause 5 and schedule 2. They 
set out batty requirements for an.assessment of changes in the percentage of total audience time of. 
television stations, and changes in the national and local market shares of newspapers and the 
number of 15-year-olds who watch any particuliar programmes. The percentages are utterly arbitrary. 
Ihe right hon. and learned Member for Putaey asked my-righthon: Friend'the-Member“'
for Copeland (Dr. Curmin^am) what percentages he supported, but the right hoh. and learned 
Geritlemaa failed to take account of the feet that the Bill gives the Secretary ' .

l 6 Apr 1996 : Column 566 .

of State power to change the percentages at any time she wishesr-so she does not necessarily believe 
in those percentages either.

I do not know whether to laugh at the sheer fetuity of the legislation or to cry at the expenditure of 
time by highly paid civil servants, no doubt with first-class degrees. Such demented provisions are 
aimed at limiting what needs to be expanded. We need more cross-media ownership, not less. In the 
United States, cross-media alhances are powerful enough to dominate the world, but in Britain the 
future of communications will be crabbed and stunted. There is no pohey for the future of the biggest 
growth industry for the foreseeable or, indeed, the’ unforeseeable future. The Department of National. 
Heritage is not a Ministry for fun: it should be a powerful industrial Department rather than a finicky 
calculator o f  points and percentages, . '
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, However, we are not talking only about very big business and the demands o f the global '
marketplace~we are concerned with the need to ensure that the media o f communication are not 
unacceptably dominated by too few players. Broadcasting and newspapers have always been 
recognised as apt subjects for particular rules of competition, since monopoly in the flow of 
information and ideas- is wholly unacceptable. •

Subject to' substantial strengthening of the Bill's pro'^dsions to secure the regional diversity which is 
one of the most attractive aspects of current British independent television, I'would not be unhappy 
in principle with the relaxation on cross-media holdings to allow groups to control a mix of 
newspapers, television and radio licences; but—here I take issue with &e Government—the market .
share mechanism, which is the basis of the regulatory proposals for television and radio, is inevitably 
^bitrary in its effects. A more general requirement—contained in, I think, schedule 2—to satisfy. • 
public interest criteria before authorising an acquisition or merger would seem more likely not only 

• to work equitably but to enable the regulatory authority to extract appropriate conditions before .. 
authorising mergers or takeovers. ' • ■ '

16 Apr 1996: Column 572 .

The Government cannot really suggest, as the Secretary of State did, that they are completely lacking 
in pohtical paftiahty, whereas the Opposition were pohtically partial in taking the view that 20 per 
cent, was the right market share when that would cut out the Daily Mirror but allow the Daily Mail 
to eiiter the broadcasting market. These figures are hot arrived at accidentally—they are arrived at 
^bitrarily. They are chosen with a particular purpose which was, no doubt, not to isolate Mr. Rupert 
Murdoch in his purdah. ’

On.reflection, that is perhaps a rather strange way to put it.T should say that the intention is not to 
isolate him in being.unable to enter the terrestrial market, which I imagine does not trouble him 
imduly, in view of his domination in other areas. That automatic approach is not sufficiently 
consurner-piiented to be an acceptable way of regulating the industry. The regulatory authority 
should examine questions of pubfic interest in the round and be given more detailed guidance than 
that set out in the Bill. - ■

Xbove all, it is important that the regulatory body should be dedicated to the media industry, anH to •
the, particular interests o f  viewers and hsteners in this countiyi I do not think that it is-appropriate to 
rely on the MMC to do drat work. ■ .

I noted reports at the weekend that the MMC has been considering the interests of consumers o f ; 
electricity and taking into consideration global market arguments to allow the. coming together of 
providers and supphers in a way that would be highly damaging to the consumer interest if it were to , .
be apphed by parity o f reasoning in the broadcasting world. I very niuch hope that that will hot come 
about, but I  especially urge that the Independent Television Commission should be the regiilatory 
body for such matters, and that the consumer interest should be dominant in the consideration of 
regulatory matters. •

I ŵ sa«glad to hear what the Secretary of State had to say this afternoon about regional planning. If 
has been a c m ^ ^ e ^ a in e  that the greater concentration of ownership, perhaps in the hands of as ,
few as two major companmsI^imylBgijie passage of the Bill, could destroy &e regional 
characteristics of the independent television^bwork,^ ̂ thouRh clause 67 enhances the power of the 
rrC  to extract necessary condifions on the change ofov^gf^wtp»Q̂ reri^ companies, the Bill does 
not deal with the problem of a change in the balance o f power am O TgTP^qa^^ es, which could 
result in- amendment to the network supply agreement, to the detriment of smaUal'&^bong]^ - '

. . 2 8 0
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M r. John ]\® d€^gor (South Norfolk): In the time available I want to deal with one issue only. I 
congratulate my rigSttie^Friend the Secretary of State and the Government on the way in which 
they have responded to de^tes^^d representations in another place. My right hon. Friend said that 
she intends to make a number of S&thg^hanges as the Bill passes through the House. I add ray 
voice to those who are urging one fu rtli^^ ia^e , concerning the issue of regional and local • 
newspapers, in the hope that ifcan be made inC^^amittee.

We are all agreed on the importance o f the 1,400 regional^aoS^^^ newspapers. They help to 
produce plurality—which is sought through the Bill—diversity and/bSijQpmse, good coverage o f 
regional and local news, which cannot be obtained as weU elsewhere. Lobal,^blishers are-under 
immense pressure from their own industry, national newspapers and, above the new nieaiis
o f  communication, on which there has been so much focus in this debate, and whicn'aKQexpanding

The Bill would adversely affect the competitive ability of many regional and local newspaper 
publishers, their abihty to develop, their businesses in the only strategic way that makes sense—by 
diversifying—and their ability to earn additional revenue from which they can continue to provide 
regional and local services. Ih other words, the Bill unnecessarily handicaps local and regional

16 A pr 199 6 : Column 575 . .

publishers, for it allows national and foreign-owned companies to own local and regional television 
and local radio services, and indeed to back them up with a free local newspaper, which in itself is 
often a major source of competition for local newspapers, yet does not pennit many regional and 
local newspapers to do the same. .

As my right hon. Friend the Secretary o f State says, that provision is justified on the groimds that the 
Government consider that

"those w ith  a strong vo ice  in  an ^ e a 's  lo c r f  n ew sp ap ef m arket sh o u ld  not a lso  be a b le  to dom inate loca l rad io  ■ 
' s e m c e s  in  that m:ea." ' . ■ .

noposal qt n: ê..i:wewspapex.NnerefyiiT-?ytai:cli-^qi^eseaJS the relevant interests, that 
Lapers, together with all other media, should be include(finmi^tBfb^h0l4^cafriilations, 

said that she believes that there is a clear distinction between the^itorial 
rers, and that, therefore, the proposal should not be 

f«iiijs^en. Of course I accept that at the very time a Bill is

nationl
my right hon. F n ^  
content o f national and loci 
implemented. I believe that that v ie ^
preventing cross-media dominance at a natf^SSbl^j^, we do not want to permit it at regional or local 
level, but that would not happen if  the Newspaper S o ^ ^ fe  request were met.

First, as my right hon. Friend the Secretary of State has said, the a number of ways to
enable some local paperis to invest more in local radio. Secondly, and perh^B»most important, there 
is a public interest test. That test is sufficient to deal with the local dominance Thirdly,
regional publishers, such as tire one affecting my region. Eastern Counties N ew spap^j^ould be hit 
by the BUI. Such publishers do not have a monopoly of local news; there are a consider^b^nunber 
oflocalradioservices,localtelevision, BBCradio, andsoonJ '
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